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Nearly 500 new titles — chosen from 4,000 contenders
Go to a hyperlinked e-catalogue for easy online ordering at 
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—Christine A. Padesky, PhD 
co-author of Mind over Mood

You can trust Caversham 
Booksellers to have the wid-
est selection of mental health 
books as well as the most 
knowledgeable and helpful 
staff. When we support in-
dependent booksellers like 
Caversham, we help keep this 
resource alive for our mental 
health community.

NEW $4 flat rate shipping in Canada!

Caversham's relevance is 
in its focus on knowledge, 
passion and service: attending 
conferences, sourcing hard-
to-find materials, facilitating 
book launches. We deliver 
promptly the books you 
want, or didn't yet know you 
wanted. We take pleasure 
in dealing with an informed, 
fiercely loyal and satisfied 
customer base.

Volatility in currency rates means prices are truly subject to change;  
please request quotes for current pricing and discounts. 
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The 10 BesT AnxieTy BusTers: simple sTrATeGies To TAke 
ConTrol of your Worry

margaret Wehrenberg $15.95 Norton

In 10 simple techniques, this pocket-sized, anxiety-busting guide boils down 
the most effective remedies for worry & anxiety. From breathing exercises & 
relaxation practices to thought-stopping techniques, worry “containment,” 
effective self-talk strategies that help put an end to catastrophizing once & 
for all.

The AnGer mAnAGemenT WorkBook: use The sTop 
meThod To replACe desTruCTive responses WiTh 
ConsTruCTive BehAvior

robert nay $26.95 $21.56 Guilford

This systematic workbook builds core anger management skills using 
interactive exercises readers can tailor to their own needs. Dr. Nay provides 
practical tools for identifying anger triggers, recognizing the different faces 
of anger, replacing aggression with appropriate assertiveness, & defusing 
conflicts.

Biff: QuiCk responses To hiGh-ConfliCT people, Their 
personAl ATTACks, hosTile emAil & soCiAl mediA 
melTdoWns, seCond ediTion

Bill eddy $19.50 Unhooked Books

BIFF stands for Brief, Informative, Friendly, & Firm, & was designed to protect 
you & your reputation by responding quickly & civilly to people who treat you 
rudely, while being reasonable in return. This book gives over 20 examples of 
BIFF responses in helping you deal with high-conflict people.

It's All Your Fault at Work: Managing Narcissists & Other High-Conflict 
people Bill eddy $26.95 Unhooked Books

BreAkinG neGATive ThinkinG pATTerns

Gitta Jacob, hannie van Genderen & laura seebauer  

$26.95 Wiley-Blackwell

Breaking Negative Thinking Patterns is the first schema-mode focused 
resource guide aimed at schema therapy patients & self-help readers seeking 
to understand & overcome negative patterns of thinking & behaviour.

CAlminG your AnGry mind: hoW mindfulness & 
CompAssion CAn free you from AnGer & BrinG  
peACe To your life

Jeffrey Brantley $22.95 New Harbinger

In this highly anticipated book, renowned mindfulness expert & author of 
'Calming Your Anxious Mind' Jeff Brantley offers a breakthrough approach 
using mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBsr) & compassion practices to 
help you better handle the anger, fear, & hostile emotions.

The CompleTe CBT Guide for depression & loW mood: 
A Comprehensive self-help Guide ThAT Also offers 
invAluABle AdviCe for fAmilies & oTher supporTers

lee Brosan $28.00 Constable & Robinson

This book provides essential information about the nature of depression & 
covers a range of topics including insomnia, relationships, bipolar disorder & 
postnatal depression. It also contains provides information on the latest treat-
ments such as Mindfulness, Behavioural Activation & Compassion-Focused 
Therapy.

dArinG To ChAllenGe oCd: TAke ConTrol of your life 
usinG exposure & response prevenTion
Joan davidson $21.95 New Harbinger

This book will demystify treatment for OCD so that you can face your fears & 
start changing your life. If you are a therapist helping clients build motiva-
tion to engage in ERP, this book offers real treatment stories & exercises for 
clients, making it an invaluable resource for therapists & wonderful suggested 
reading for clients. 

The diAleCTiCAl BehAvior TherApy Wellness plAnner: 
365 dAys of heAlThy livinG for your Body, mind, & spiriT

Amanda smith $34.50 Unhooked Books

Here's a helpful tool to use as you work toward creating a healthier, more 
meaningful life — a life worth living. Use it to track your emotions & behavior, 
monitor your progress, & bring structure into your day. It contains planning & 
self-assessment tools, a resource section, & inspiration.

The emoTionAlly sensiTive person: findinG peACe When 
your emoTions overWhelm you

karyn hall $21.95 New Harbinger

It's a commonly heard phrase: Stop being so sensitive. These words can be 
frustrating to hear. From this book you will learn the tools for staying in the 
present moment, identifying emotional triggers, developing a strong & healthy 
identity, & experiencing overwhelming or uncomfortable emotions without 
becoming upset.

GuilT, shAme, & AnxieTy: undersTAndinG & overCominG 
neGATive emoTions

peter Breggin $20.00 Prometheus Books

Dr Breggin guides you through the 3 Steps to Emotional Freedom: how to 
identify negative self-defeating & demoralizing legacies from our past that no 
longer play any useful or positive role in mature adult life; how to reject their 
control over us; how to triumph over & transcend guilt, shame, & anxiety
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in This momenT: five sTeps To TrAnsCendinG sTress 
usinG mindfulness & neurosCienCe

kirk strosahl & patricia robinson $21.95 New Harbinger

In This Moment will show you how to find a sense of calm & serenity using a 
breakthrough, evidence-based program grounded in mindfulness & neurosci-
ence. The mindfulness exercises in this book will help you strengthen the parts 
of your brain that support vitality & a sense of being fully present in the here 
& now. 

iT WAsn'T your fAulT: freeinG yourself from The  
shAme of Childhood ABuse WiTh The poWer of  
self-CompAssion

Beverly engel $21.95 New Harbinger

Beverly Engel presents a mindfulness & compassion-based therapeutic 
approach to overcoming debilitating shame that keeps someone who has 
experienced abuse tied to the past. The step-by-step exercises will help the 
reader gain a greater understanding of the root cause of shame & learn how to 
cultivate self compassion.

A mindfulness-BAsed sTress reduCTion  
WorkBook for AnxieTy

Bob stahl, florence meleo-meyer & lynn koerbel  

$29.95 New Harbinger

By teaching you how to cultivate greater mind & body awareness, to identify & 
move past the toxic thoughts, feelings, & behaviours that lie at the root of your 
anxiety. Mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR) experts provide mindful-
ness meditations & exercises to help sooth anxiety & understand common 
triggers. 

mindful CompAssion: hoW The sCienCe of CompAssion 
CAn help you undersTAnd your emoTions, live in The 
presenT, & ConneCT deeply WiTh oThers

paul Gilbert & Choden $21.95 New Harbinger

In this breakthrough book, you'll learn how traditional mindfulness & compas-
sion can work in harmony to offer a new, effective, & practical approach to 
ending toxic self-criticism, heal trauma & shame, feel worthy & loveable, & be 
kinder to yourself & others. 

mindful emoTionAl eATinG: mindfulness skills To 
ConTrol CrAvinGs, eAT in moderATion & opTimize 
CopinG

pavel somov $23.95 PesI

Psychologist Pavel Somov has given “cultural permission” to eat emotionally — 
with mindfulness-based tools to do so in moderation & without self-judgment 
& self-loathing. Somov proposes that emotional eating is a legitimate form 
of self-care & teaches clients & clinicians how to “leverage more coping per 
calorie”. 

The mindful WAy ThrouGh sTress: The proven 8-Week 
pATh To heAlTh, hAppiness, & Well-BeinG

shamash Alidina $22.95 Guilford

In as little as 10 minutes a day over 8 weeks, the reader is taken step by step 
through a carefully structured sequence of guided meditations & easy yoga 
exercises. Vivid stories, everyday examples, & opportunities for self-reflection 
make the book especially inviting. 

The mood repAir ToolkiT: proven sTrATeGies To prevenT 
The Blues from TurninG inTo depression

david A. Clark $20.50 Guilford

This book's 75+ effective self-help strategies are anchored in the latest 
scientific knowledge on emotion regulation & mood management. Readers 
learn practical tools for nipping negativity in the bud, making unhappiness less 
overwhelming, defusing self-criticism & rumination, & feeling more confident 
& hopeful every day. 

roAd To reCovery: AfTer your CAr ACCidenT

lawrence matrick $16.95 Granville Island

This book serves as a guide to help accident victims cope with the stress of the 
medical & legal processes ahead. It can be used as a reference to help navigate 
the difficult web of overwhelming forms, treatments, appointments with con-
sultants & insurance adjusters, & meetings with doctors, lawyers & therapists.

unloCkinG The seCreTs of self-esTeem: A Guide To 
BuildinG ConfidenCe, resilienCe, & ConneCTion

marie hartwell-Walker $31.95 New Harbinger

This book offers a ground breaking new approach to self-esteem based 
in mindfulness & positive psychology. It provides practical, step-by-step 
strategies & skills to help you develop feelings of competency, gain resiliency, 
rebuild self-confidence, & feel good by engaging in positive actions. 

The upWArd spirAl: usinG neurosCienCe To reverse The 
Course of depression one smAll ChAnGe AT A Time

Alex korb $22.95 New Harbinger

Depression can feel like a downward spiral, pulling you into a vortex of 
sadness, fatigue, & apathy. Based in the latest research in neuroscience, this 
book offers dozens of little things you can do every day to rewire your brain & 
create an upward spiral towards a happier, healthier life.
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The AddiCTion CAseBook

petros levounis & Abigail herron, eds $87.95 APPI

This book presents 12 patients with DSM-5 addiction diagnoses + one experien-
cing problematic internet use & illustrates practical & successful strategies for 
diagnosing & treating these patients. It is geared not only to psychiatrists but also 
GP's, allied professionals, & anyone interested in sharpening their clinical skills.

The BehAviorAl AddiCTions

michael Ascher & petros levounis $79.95 APPI

This case-based volume is not only practical but entertaining. It explores the 
diagnosis & treatment of patients who suffer from behavioural addictions, 
extreme forms of which share specific characteristics with severe forms of 
substance use disorders. 

Beyond AddiCTion:  
hoW sCienCe & kindness help people ChAnGe

Jeffrey foote, Carrie Wilkens  
& nicole kosanke with stephanie higgs $20.00 Simon & Schuster

Delivered with warmth, optimism, & humor, this book defines a new, empowered 
role for friends & family & a paradigm shift for the field. This new approach is not 
only less daunting for both the substance abuser & his family, but is more effective 
as well. The authors present the best practical advice science has to offer.

findinG your WAy To ChAnGe: hoW The poWer of 
moTivATionAl inTervieWinG CAn reveAl WhAT you WAnT 
& help you GeT There

Allan zuckoff with Bonnie Gorscak $22.95 Guilford

MI experts translate this proven counselling approach into powerful self-help 
strategies & practical tools & teach readers learn how to resist unhelpful 
pressure to change, both from others & from within; overcome self-judgment 
& shame; & build confidence for developing & carrying out a doable personal 
change plan. 

hiJACked BrAins: The experienCe & sCienCe of ChroniC 
AddiCTion

henrietta Barnes $30.00 Dartmouth College

This book, written from the perspective of a practising primary care physician, 
interweaves patients’ stories with fascinating new brain research to show how 
addictive drugs overtake basic brain functions & transform them to create a 
chronic illness that is very difficult to treat.

Journey To heAlinG: ABoriGinAl people WiTh AddiCTion 
& menTAl heAlTh issues — WhAT heAlTh, soCiAl serviCe & 
JusTiCe & Workers need To knoW

peter menzies & lynn lavallée $99.95 CAMH

Helping to promote healing in Aboriginal people with addiction & mental health 
issues requires specialized knowledge & unique skills. A comprehensive & prac-
tical evidence-based resource, this book will help to provide counselling & social 
services to Aboriginal people with mental health & addiction issues in urban, 
rural & isolated settings.

reCovery & reneWAl: your essenTiAl Guide To 
overCominG dependenCy & WiThdrAWAl from sleepinG 
pills, oTher Benzo TrAnQuillisers & AnTidepressAnTs, 
revised ediTion

Baylissa frederick $22.95 JkP

This book will be a lifeline for anyone taking or withdrawing from sleeping pills, 
other benzodiazepine tranquillisers & antidepressants. It will equip family & 
friends to offer support & provide counsellors, psychotherapists, & other health 
professionals with invaluable insight critical to providing best care.

reCovery Groups: A Guide To CreATinG, leAdinG, & 
WorkinG WiTh Groups for AddiCTions & menTAl heAlTh 
CondiTions

linda kurtz $36.95 oxford

This comprehensive book focuses on community self-help & support groups spe-
cifically in the context of recovery movements in addiction & mental health care.

reWired: A Bold neW ApproACh To AddiCTion & reCovery

erica spiegelman $17.95 Hatherleigh

Centered around the concept of self-actualization, Rewired presents a simple & 
common-sense recovery plan that is designed, tailored, & fitted to the unique-
ness of every individual, regardless of his or her beliefs, background, or specific 
addiction. 

TrAnsforminG AddiCTion: Gender, TrAumA, 
TrAnsdisCiplinAriTy

lorraine Greaves, nancy poole & ellexis Boyle, eds $67.50 Routledge

This book advances addictions research & treatment by promoting transdisci-
plinary collaboration, the integration of sex & gender, & issues of trauma & 
mental health. The authors demonstrate these shifts & offer a range of tools, 
methods, & strategies for responding to the complex factors that produce & 
shape addiction.

dr. GABor mATé on AddiCTion: from heroin To WorkAholism 
- A BiopsyChosoCiAl perspeCTive | seminAr on dvd (1 hour, 20 
minuTes) Gabor maté $67.50 PesI

moTivATionAl inTervieWinG: evidenCe-BAsed skills To effeCTively 
TreAT your ClienTs | seminAr on dvd (5 hrs, 40 mins)
mariann suarez $229.95 $172.46 PesI
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A leGAl Guide for soCiAl Workers, Third ediTion

robert solomon $90.00 oAsW

The new edition of this highly informative guide addresses the impact of 
complex & overlapping current legislation on social work practice. It covers 
topics such as: Consent, Substitute Consent, & End-of-Life Decision-Making; 
Liability in Negligence; Mental Health, Criminal Justice, & Civil Commitment; 
Record-Keeping, Confidentiality, & Disclosure. 

menTAl heAlTh soCiAl Work prACTiCe in CAnAdA, 
seCond ediTion

Cheryl regehr & Graham Glancy $59.95 $50.96 oxford

The only Canadian textbook to offer a comprehensive overview of the legal & 
policy framework for mental health practice in social work, this text combines 
analysis of case studies with careful examination of evidence-based practices. 

refleCTive soCiAl Work prACTiCe:  
ThinkinG, doinG & BeinG

manohar pawar & Bill Anscombe $82.95 Cambridge

This book demonstrates how social workers can creatively & consciously 
combine "thinking, doing & being" when working with individuals, families, 
groups, communities & organisations, & when undertaking research. It dis-
cusses conceptual & theoretical aspects of reflective practice.

rurAl soCiAl Work in The 21sT CenTury

michael daley $67.50 lyceum Books

Rural communities face specific problems including higher rates of poverty, in-
creased rates of obesity & other chronic health problems, decreased access to 
health coverage & social services. This book addresses a wide range of issues 
including culture & behaviour, diversity, social policy, & ethics.

soCiAl Work ArTfully: Beyond Borders & BoundAries

Christina sinding $48.99 Wilfrid laurier

This book is premised on the belief that arts-informed approaches can revital-
ize social-justice work, affirming & inviting creative responses to personal, 
community, & political struggles. The projects described in the book address 
themes of colonization, displacement & forced migration, sexual violence, 
ableism, & vicarious trauma. 

The Body keeps The sCore: BrAin, mind, & Body in The 
heAlinG of TrAumA

Bessel van der kolk $32.95 $24.71 Viking Penguin

Van der Kolk transforms our understanding of traumatic stress, revealing how it 
literally rearranges the brain's wiring — specifically areas dedicated to pleasure, 
engagement, control, & trust. He shows how these areas can be reactivated 
through treatments including neurofeedback, mindfulness, play, yoga, & other 
therapies.

BuildinG resilienCy To TrAumA: The TrAumA And 
CommuniTy resilienCy models

elaine miller-karas $60.95 Routledge

This book explains common responses to trauma from a biological perspective, 
reframing the human experience from one of shame & pathology to one of hope 
& biology. An alternative approach, the Trauma Resiliency Model (TRM) offers 
concrete & practical skills that resonate with what we know about the biology 
of trauma.

diAGnosinG & TreATinG Complex TrAumA

Trudy mooren & martijn stöfsel $71.50 Routledge

This book explores the concept of complex trauma with reference to severely 
traumatised people including refugees, asylum seekers, war veterans, people 
with severe occupational trauma, childhood trauma, & others who have dealt 
with severe violence. It is a key guide for psychologists, psychotherapists, psych-
iatrists, & psychiatric nurses.

frAGmenTs of TrAumA And The soCiAl produCTion of 
sufferinG: TrAumA, hisTory, And memory

michael o'loughlin & marilyn Charles, eds $128.50 $102.80  
Rowman & Littlefield

Because trauma fragments memory, storytelling is impeded by what is unknow-
able & what is unspeakable. Each author tackles the problem of narrativizing 
memory. In the face of unacknowledged trauma, this book reveals that we are 
confronted with the perennial choice of speaking or becoming complicit in our 
silence.

heAlinG The TrAumATized self: ConsCiousness, 
neurosCienCe, & TreATmenT

paul frewen & ruth lanius $48.00 $40.80 Norton

This book discusses the neurobiology behind emotional states & presents 
exercises for developing self awareness. The book also includes case studies, 
detailed instructions for clinicians, & handouts ready for use in assessment/
therapy with patients/clients.
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survivinG sexuAl violenCe: A Guide To reCovery & 
empoWermenT

Thema Bryant-davis, ed. $33.95 Rowman & Littlefield

"Sexual violation affects survivors but does not have to dictate their future & 
this book shows readers how various paths to healing can help them, not only 
overcome the trauma of sexual assault, but also thrive as they move on with 
their lives."

TrAumA prACTiCe: Tools for sTABilizATion & reCovery, 
Third ediTion

Anna Baranowsky & eric Gentry $79.95 Hogrefe

This book provides step-by-step CBT techniques, including Trigger List 
Development, Breath Training, Layering, Systematic Desensitization, Exposure 
Therapy, Story-Telling Approaches, as well as new approaches inspired by recent 
research on neuroplasticity such as Picture Positive, Corrective Messages from 
Old Storylines, & Thematic Maps.

TreATinG Complex TrAumA: A relATionAl BlueprinT for 
CollABorATion & ChAnGe

mary Jo Barrett & linda stone fish $47.50 Routledge

This book shows clinicians how to help clients move from a context of trauma 
& homeostasis to a context of change. It illustrates a wide variety of symptom-
specific interventions that can be applied to help clients interrupt patterns, 
change symptomatic behaviour, expand realities, & begin building toward goals.

TreATinG The TrAumA survivor: An essenTiAl Guide To 
TrAumA-informed CAre

Carrie Clark, Catherine Classen, Anne fourt & maithili shetty  

$67.50 $54.00 Routledge

This resource summarizes key literature on the impact of trauma in an easily 
accessible & user-friendly format. Providers in health care, community, & addic-
tions settings will find practical tools to enhance collaboration with survivors, & 
will learn to identify common pitfalls & avoid re-traumatizing survivors during 
interactions. 

your life AfTer TrAumA: poWerful prACTiCes To reClAim 
your idenTiTy

michele rosenthal $27.95 Norton

This is a practical workbook of insightful treatment strategies for survivors & 
their therapists. Exercises, checklists, & self-assessment tools walk readers 
through the process of self-reclamation, demonstrating how you can under-
stand & appreciate the “PTSD self” while moving on to find healing & renewal.

inTensive psyChoTherApy for persisTenT dissoCiATive 
proCesses: The feAr of feelinG reAl
richard Chefetz $48.00 $40.80 Norton

This book maps out a straightforward model of dissociative processes, relying 
heavily on clinical work & guided by studies on attachment, affect theory, 
psychoanalysis, & psychotraumatology. It frames dissociative processes in a 
way that makes them more visible to therapists, & it teaches them how to better 
understand their significance.

leTTinG Go of self-desTruCTive BehAviors:  
A WorkBook of hope & heAlinG
lisa ferentz $53.95 Routledge

This workbook can be used in conjunction with Treating Self-Destructive Behaviors 
in Trauma Survivors, to allow therapists & their clients to approach the behaviors 
from the same strengths-based perspective. Photocopiable workbook exercises can 
be completed as homework assignments or as part of a therapy session.

Treating self-destructive Behaviors in Trauma survivors:  
A Clinician's Guide. second edition Lisa Ferentz $53.95 Routledge

neuroBioloGy & TreATmenT of TrAumATiC dissoCiATion: 
ToWArds An emBodied self
ulrich lanius, sandra paulsen & frank Corrigan, eds $121.50 Springer Publishing

The text discusses current neuroscientific research regarding traumatic stress & 
dissociation that includes attachment, affective neuroscience, polyvagal theory, 
structural dissociation, & information processing theory, yielding a comprehensive 
model that guides treatment & clinical interventions for traumatic dissociation. 

A prACTiCAl Guide To pTsd TreATmenT: phArmAColoGiCAl 
& psyChoTherApeuTiC ApproAChes
nancy Bernardy & matthew friedman, eds $40.50 APA

This clinical guide shows how pharmacological approaches can be integrated 
with traditional psychotherapeutic approaches to PTSD. The book presents 
common assessment tools & strategies, synthesize implications from research 
on all existing pharmacological treatments for PTSD. 

sensorimoTor psyChoTherApy: inTervenTions for 
TrAumA & ATTAChmenT
pat ogden & Janina fisher $55.00 Norton

This book, designed for therapists & clients to explore together, is both 
psychoeducational & practical. It will help therapists & clients alike use their 
own somatic intelligence to reclaim the body & engage it in the therapy process. 
Worksheets are provided to help clients integrate the material.

psychoeducational Aids for Working with psychological Trauma  
Janina Fisher $58.50 Center for Integrative Healing

heAlinG from The BoTTom up: hoW To help ClienTs ACCess 
resourCe sTATes WiTh peTer levine peter levine $79.95 PesI

dr. Bessel A. vAn der kolk's 25Th AnnuAl TrAumA ConferenCe 
| psyCholoGiCAl TrAumA: neurosCienCe, ATTAChmenT, And 
TherApeuTiC inTervenTions Bessel van der kolk $399.95 $299.96 PesI
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from Broken ATTAChmenTs To eArned seCuriTy:  
The role of empAThy in TherApeuTiC ChAnGe

Andrew odgers, ed. $39.50 $35.55 karnac

Subject areas covered by this book in order of importance & key subject area: 
causes of insecure attachments; impact of relational trauma; how to re-estab-
lish a secure sense of self; working one-to-one & in organisational settings. 

The rouTledGe hAndBook of ATTAChmenT (3 volume seT)

Paul Holmes & Steve Farnfield, eds $138.95 Routledge

The Routledge Handbooks of Attachment provide a uniquely detailed yet 
accessible approach to attachment. Paul Holmes & Steve Farnfield have assem-
bled an international selection of contributors & here present three volumes 
covering theory, assessment, & implications & interventions. Sold separately or 
as a set.

TreATinG ATTAChmenT disorders:  
from Theory To TherApy, seCond ediTion

karl heinz Brisch $36.50 $31.03 Guilford

organized around extended case illustrations-and grounded in cutting-edge 
theory & research-this highly regarded book shows how an attachment per-
spective can inform psychotherapeutic practice with patients of all ages.

WhAT mAkes us sTAy ToGeTher?: ATTAChmenT  
& The ouTComes of Couple relATionships

rosetta Castellano, patrizia velotti & Giulio zavattini $51.50 $46.35 karnac

This book underlines the role of attachment as a central motivational 
system in couple relationships, & focuses on the relationship between past & 
present experiences in determining choices, perceptions, & feelings in couple 
relationships.

Why love mATTers: hoW AffeCTion shApes A BABy's BrAin, 
seCond ediTion

sue Gerhardt $36.50 Routledge

Why Love Matters is an accessible, lively, account of the latest findings in 
neuroscience, developmental psychology & neurobiology — research which 
matters to us all. It is an invaluable & hugely popular guide for parents & 
professionals alike.

AssessinG disorGAnized ATTAChmenT BehAviour in 
Children: An evidenCe-BAsed model for undersTAndinG 
& supporTinG fAmilies

david shemmings & yvonne shemmings $40.95 JkP

This book is designed to treat & identify key indicators & explanatory mechan-
isms of child maltreatment: disorganized attachment in the child, a parent's 
unresolved loss or trauma, disconnected & extremely insensitive parenting, & 
low parental mentalisation. 

ATTAChmenT & fAmily TherApy

patricia Crittenden, rudi dallos, Andrea landini & kasia kozlowska  

$54.95 Open University

Attachment & Family Therapy offers an integrative, family-based approach to 
understanding & addressing the psychological & relational needs of distressed 
children & their parents. The book blends attachment theory & basic develop-
mental research with the diverse insights & methods of all schools of family 
systems theory. 

ATTAChmenT Theory & reseArCh: neW direCTions & 
emerGinG Themes

Jeffry simpson & steven rholes, eds $87.95 $74.76 Guilford

This volume showcases the latest theoretical & empirical work from some of 
the top scholars in attachment. extending classic themes & describing import-
ant new applications, the book examines several ways in which attachment 
processes help explain how people think, feel, & behave in different situations & 
at different stages in the life cycle. 

ATTAChmenT, TrAumA, & heAlinG: undersTAndinG & 
TreATinG ATTAChmenT disorder in Children & fAmilies, 
seCond ediTion

Terry levy & michael orlans $44.95 JkP

This fully updated & expanded edition on attachment provides a comprehensive 
overview of attachment theory, how attachment issues manifest, & how they 
can be assessed & treated. 

differenT fACes of ATTAChmenT: CulTurAl vAriATions  
on A universAl humAn need

hiltrud otto & heidi keller, eds $108.95 Cambridge

Based on empirical research this book reformulates attachment theory in 
order to fit the cultural realities of our world. It creates a contextual cultural 
understanding of attachment that will provide the basis for a groundbreaking 
reconceptualization of attachment theory.

Apply ATTAChmenT Theory in CliniCAl prACTiCe: TreATmenT 
sTrATeGies ACross The lifespAn | seminAr on dvd (5 hours, 46 
minuTes) WiTh eleCTroniC mAnuAl & insTruCTions
Gary Gilles $229.95 $172.46 PesI

ATTAChmenT foCused TherApy: TrAumA relATed disorders in 
Children & AdolesCenTs | seminAr on dvd (6 hours, 2 minuTes) 
WiTh eleCTroniC mAnuAl & insTruCTions
daniel hughes $229.95 $172.46 PesI
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love in The AGe of The inTerneT: 
ATTAChmenT in The diGiTAl erA

linda Cundy, ed. $56.95 $51.26 karnac

This book contains theoretical, observational, & clinical material, & will be 
relevant to all psychotherapists, psychoanalysts, counselors, & psychologists 
interested in the profound impact of digital & communication technologies on 
human relationships.

noT on speAkinG Terms: CliniCAl sTrATeGies To resolve 
fAmily & friendship CuToffs

elena lesser Bruun & suzanne michael $39.95 Norton

Whether the result of jealousy, betrayal, abandonment, or miscommunica-
tion, relationship breaks — children from parents, friends from one another, & 
intergenerational — are a common therapy issue. Here, therapists learn how to 
pinpoint the causes of cutoffs & guide reconciliation, & help clients who cannot 
find resolution, heal without reconnection.

posiTive Couple TherApy:  
usinG We-sTories To enhAnCe resilienCe

Jefferson singer & karen skerrett $48.95 Routledge

The authors weave together cutting edge thinking & research in attachment 
theory, narrative therapy, neuroscience, & adult development, as well as their 
own research & clinical experience to present vivid case histories, step-by-step 
strategies, exercises, questionnaires, & interview techniques. 

prinCipiA Amoris: The neW sCienCe of love

John Gottman $53.95 Routledge

John Gottman delves into the unquantifiable realm of love, armed with science 
& logic, & emerges with the knowledge that relationships can be not only under-
stood, but also predicted as well. These predictions can help couples to prevent 
disasters in their relationships.

sTrenGTheninG fAmily CopinG resourCes:  
inTervenTion for fAmilies impACTed By TrAumA

laurel kiser $53.95 Routledge

This book uses a skill-building, multi-family group framework to teach con-
structive resources to families who have a high exposure to stress & trauma. 
As an intervention for high-risk families, the SFCR uses empirically-supported 
trauma treatment that focuses on family ritual, storytelling, & narration, which 
improves communication & understanding within family members.

The BABy & The Couple:  
undersTAndinG & TreATinG younG fAmilies

elisabeth fivaz-depeursinge & diane philipp $66.50 $56.53 Routledge

The Baby & the Couple provides an insider’s view on how infant communication 
develops in the context of the family & how parents either work together as a 
team or struggle in the process. The authors present vignettes from everyday 
life as well as case studies from a longitudinal research project of infants & their 
parents.

The CompleTe sysTemiC supervisor:  
ConTexT, philosophy, & prAGmATiCs, seCond ediTion

Thomas Todd & Cheryl storm $59.95 Wiley

This new edition of the definitive text on systemic clinical supervision has been 
fully updated & now includes a range of practical online resources.

The Couples TherApy CompAnion:  
A CoGniTive BehAvior WorkBook

russell Grieger $40.50 Routledge

The author walks the reader through the Rational Emotive Couples Therapy 
(reCT) process & includes numerous exercises that are appropriate for 
clinicians to use with their clients, for those couples who are in therapy & 
need a little extra help, & for couples working to improve their relationship 
on their own. 

Couples TherApy WorkBook:  
30 Guided ConversATions To re-ConneCT relATionships

kathleen mates-youngman $34.95 PesI

The core of this unique guide is 30 guided conversations of the most critical 
relationship struggles. For each of the 30 topics, there is an introduction, goal-
setting strategies & 10 scripted questions to ask each other — all presented in 
an easy-to-use mindful style.

An emoTionAlly foCused WorkBook for Couples:  
The TWo of us

veronica kallos-lilly & Jennifer fitzgerald $53.95 Routledge

Clinicians conversant with EFT can use this workbook to extend the effective-
ness of their work with couples by giving them structured tasks to work on 
between sessions. For clinicians training in EFT, the book can guide them in 
staying focused on the EFT roadmap & illuminate how important change events 
unfold.

Couples TherApy: AdvAnCes & ChAllenGes in Couples TherApy 
TodAy | seminAr on 2 dvds david schnarch $79.95 PesI

emoTionAlly foCused TherApy WiTh sue Johnson, ed.d.: on TArGeT 
Couple inTervenTions in The AGe of ATTAChmenT | seminAr on dvd 
(5 hrs, 54 mins) susan Johnson $229.95 $172.46 PesI
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hAndBook of AnGer mAnAGemenT & domesTiC violenCe 
offender TreATmenT, seCond ediTion

ronald potter-efron $67.50 Haworth Press

ronald T. Potter-efron consciously connects anger management & domestic 
violence, two long separated fields, & addresses treatment options & interven-
tion methods that meet the needs of individual clients, couples, families, & 
groups.

The hiGh-ConfliCT CusTody BATTle: proTeCT yourself & 
your kids from A ToxiC divorCe, fAlse ACCusATions, & 
pArenTAl AlienATion

Amy Baker, mike Bone & Brian ludmer $22.95 New Harbinger

In this book, a team of legal & psychology experts present a practical guidebook 
for people like you who are engaged in a high-conflict custody battle. If you 
are dealing with an overtly hostile, inflammatory, deceitful, or manipulative 
ex-spouse, you will learn how to find & work with an attorney & prepare for a 
custody evaluation.

invisiBle ChAins: overCominG CoerCive ConTrol in your 
inTimATe relATionship

lisa Aronson fontes $20.50 Guilford

This book provides practical guidance & support for readers who find them-
selves trapped in a web of coercive control. Readers get vital tools for determin-
ing if they are in danger & if their partner can change — and for getting their 
freedom back.

pArenTinG CoordinATion in posTsepArATion dispuTes:  
A Comprehensive Guide for prACTiTioners

shirley Ann higuchi & stephen J. lally, eds $94.50 $80.33 APA

The authors guide readers through the often difficult push-pull of parenting 
coordination sessions & describe empirically validated behavioural change tech-
niques that bring results with even the most high-conflict parents. Suggestions 
for dealing with domestic violence are also provided.

Will i ever Be free of you?: hoW To nAviGATe A hiGh-
ConfliCT divorCe, leAve A nArCissisT, & heAl your fAmily

karyl mcBride $29.99 $22.49 Simon & Schuster

karyl McBride draws on her expertise in treating children & partners damaged 
by narcissists in this practical new guide to divorce & its aftermath. This guide 
offers new therapeutic strategies & practical guidance for protecting yourself & 
your children through this difficult time.

ABC of domesTiC & sexuAl violenCe

susan Bewley & Jan Welch, eds $37.95 Wiley

This is a practical guide for all health care professionals looking after abused 
individuals (whether knowingly or not). It employs a positive & hands-on 
approach, emphasising simple history taking skills & clinical ‘tips’ & pitfalls to 
help demystify what is often considered a sensitive or difficult subject area.

Adolescent Violence in the Home: Restorative Approaches to Building Healthy, 

AdolesCenT violenCe in The home: resTorATive 
ApproAChes To BuildinG heAlThy, respeCTful fAmily 
relATionships

Gregory routt & lily Anderson $59.50 Routledge

The authors' widely adopted restorative framework situates teen aggression 
& violence toward family in the context of power & the intergenerational cycle 
of violence, rather than solely on mental health, delinquency or dysfunctional 
parenting. It provides a variety of interventions that specifically address teen 
violence against parents.

Co-pArenTinG WiTh A ToxiC ex: WhAT To do When your 
ex-spouse Tries To Turn The kids AGAinsT you

Amy Baker & paul fine $21.95 New Harbinger

Learn to avoid the most common mistakes of coparenting, how to avoid 
"parental alienation syndrome," & learn effective techniques for talking to your 
children in a way that fosters open & honest response. Find how to protect your 
children from painful loyalty conflicts between you & your ex-spouse.

CopArenTinG AfTer divorCe: A Gps for heAlThy kids

debra Carter $30.50 Unhooked Books

A road map for developing a customized parenting plan: learn what to expect 
from a parenting coordinator & from the court system, how to track factors 
important for your child's development, how & when to adjust the plan, & how 
to handle bumps in the road & avoid common mistakes.

The divorCe reCovery WorkBook: hoW To heAl from 
AnGer, hurT, & resenTmenT & Build The life you WAnT

mark rye & Crystal dea moore $25.95 New Harbinger

The Divorce Recovery Workbook offers a unique approach using mindfulness 
& positive psychology to help you cope with these negative emotions so that 
you can start to rebuild your life. You'll learn powerful practices based in self-
compassion to help you heal, forgive, & form new, loving relationships. 

pArenTinG CoordinATion dvd

debra Carter $64,95 Debra Carter

sTop emoTionAlly mAnipulATive relATionships: empoWer 
CAreTAkers To BreAk free from Borderlines & nArCissisTs | 
seminAr on 4 dvds margalis fjelstad $229.95 $172.46 PesI
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BrAinsTorm: The poWer + purpose of The TeenAGe BrAin | seminAr 
on 2 dvds daniel siegel $54.50 PesI

defiAnT, AGGressive & misBehAvinG kids: sTrATeGies for odd, Adhd, 
AnxieTy, mood disorders & ChAllenGinG BehAviors | seminAr on 
dvd (6 hours, 3 minuTes) michael Bloomquist $229.95 $172.46 PesI
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CreATive inTervenTions WiTh TrAumATized Children, 
seCond ediTion

Cathy malchiodi $60.95 $51.81 Guilford

This book demonstrates a range of creative approaches for facilitating chil-
dren's recovery from trauma. Experts in play, art, music, movement, & drama 
therapy, as well as bibliotherapy, describe step-by-step strategies for working 
with children, families, & groups. Rich with case material & artwork, the book is 
both practical & user-friendly.

CuTTinG doWn: A CBT WorkBook for TreATinG younG 
people Who self-hArm

lucy Taylor, ulrike schmidt & mima simic $72.95 Routledge

Based on Cognitive Behaviour Therapy (CBT), a highly effective method for 
working with emotional problems, Cutting Down offers a practical & accessible 
programme for mental health therapists from different professional back-
grounds working with young people who self-harm.

dBT skills mAnuAl for AdolesCenTs

Jill rathus & Alec miller $60.95 $51.81 Guilford

Clinicians are guided step by step to teach teens & parents five sets of skills: 
Mindfulness, Distress Tolerance, Walking the Middle, Emotion Regulation, & 
Interpersonal Effectiveness. The book features session outlines, teaching notes, 
discussion points, examples, homework assignments, & 85 reproducible handouts.

evidenCe-BAsed CBT for AnxieTy & depression in Children & 
AdolesCenTs: A CompeTenCies BAsed ApproACh

elizabeth sburlati, heidi lyneham, Carolyn schniering & ronald rapee, eds  

$59.95 Wiley-Blackwell

Evidence-Based CBT is the first book to take an explicitly competencies-based 
approach to the cognitive-behavioural treatment of anxiety & depression in 
children & young people. It draws on top-name expertise to define & demon-
strate the therapist competencies needed to effectively implement CBT.

mAnAGinG moods WorkBook for Teens: A ToolBox of 
reproduCiBle AssessmenTs & ACTiviTies for fACiliTATors

ester leutenberg & John liptak $67.50 $57.38 Whole Person

The Managing Moods Workbook for Teens provides assessments & self-guided 
activities to help teens reduce the intensity of moodiness & begin living more 
effective & fulfilling lives.

BuildinG self-esTeem in Children & Teens Who Are 
AdopTed or fosTered

sue Cornbluth $22.95 JkP

This accessible book offers simple advice to those supporting children aged 7+. 
Dr. Sue explains why adopted or fostered children can often experience self-
esteem issues, the impact it can have on their lives, & offers everyday strategies 
to help the child to move beyond their trauma & develop healthy self-esteem.

CAse sTudies in Child, AdolesCenT, & fAmily TreATmenT, 
seCond ediTion

Craig leCroy & elizabeth k. Anthony, eds $55.00 Wiley

This book contains a wide range of cases described in rich detail by practition-
ers, scholars, & researchers. Chapters represent contexts & approaches across 
the social work spectrum, so you will get to glimpse into the clinical experience 
of a full range of professionals.

Child & AdolesCenT CliniCAl psyChophArmAColoGy 
mAde simple, Third ediTion

John preston, John o'neil & mary Talaga $33.95 New Harbinger

Whether you are a pediatrician, parent, therapist, educator, or other health care 
this book offers everything you need to know about the use of psychoactive 
medications in the treatment of childhood & adolescent psychological disorders 
in easy-to-understand language.

CoGniTive TherApy TeChniQues for Children & 
AdolesCenTs: Tools for enhAnCinG prACTiCe

robert friedberg, Jessica mcClure & Jolene Garcia $40.50 $34.43 Guilford

Going beyond the basics, the authors provide effective ways to engage hard-to-
reach clients, address challenging problems, & target particular cognitive & be-
havioural skills. Fun & productive games, crafts, & other activities are described 
in step-by-step detail.

Clinical practice of Cognitive Therapy with Children & Adolescents: The nuts & 
Bolts. second edition Robert Friedberg & Jessica McClure $74.50 $63.33 Guilford

Cory helps kids Cope WiTh ABuse: plAyful ACTiviTies for 
TrAumATized Children

liana lowenstein $19.95 Champion Press

This innovative book combines a therapeutic story with a variety of activities to 
help children cope with sexual abuse & complex trauma. Includes a reproducible 
story, assessment & treatment activities, & detailed parent handouts. Geared to 
children aged 4 – 12.
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Teens – soCiAl skill sTrATeGies: fACiliTATor reproduCiBle 
ACTiviTies for Groups & individuAls

ester leutenberg & Carol Butler $67.50 $57.38 Whole Person
Active learning occurs as teens consider social life & social consciousness 
through interactive games, introspective drawing & writing, mock videos, role 
plays, panel discussions, press conferences, through drama, music, pantomimes 
& other activities. 

TrAumA-ATTAChmenT TAnGle: modifyinG emdr To 
help Children resolve TrAumA & develop lovinG 
relATionships

Joan lovett $67.50 Routledge

Traumatized children can display puzzling or extreme symptoms like prolonged 
tantrums, self-hatred, attacking their parents or being fearful of common things 
like lights, solid foods or clothing. Dr. Lovett presents strategies for unraveling the 
traumatic origins of children's symptoms & gives a variety of tools for treatment.

TreATinG TrAumATized Children: A CAseBook of 
evidenCe-BAsed TherApies

Brian Allen & mindy kronenberg, eds $40.50 $34.43 Guilford

This book illustrates the use of 3 effective therapies for traumatized children & 
their caregivers: trauma-focused cognitive-behavioural therapy, child-parent 
psychotherapy, & parent-child interaction therapy. These models offer instruct-
ive commentaries at the end of each case including its theoretical underpin-
nings, empirical support, & applications.

unpACk my heArT WiTh Words: reAdinG & expressive 
WriTinG WiTh TrAumATised Children, younG refuGees  
& Asylum seekers

marion Baraitser $40.95 JkP

This book guides readers through all aspects of implementing biblio/narrative 
therapy with children & adolescents, from the importance of cultural sensitiv-
ity & understanding the psychological needs of the child to providing more 
practical information on how to choose the right text & encourage expression 
through the spoken & written word. 

WorkinG WiTh Children & youTh WiTh Complex needs:  
20 skills To Build resilienCe

michael ungar $53.95 Routledge

Building on lessons learned from clinical, community & residential settings, Dr. 
Ungar discusses 20 skills that can enhance the effectiveness of frontline mental 
health services. He shows why we need to work just as hard changing the en-
vironments that surround children as we do changing children themselves.

mindfulness skills for kids & Teens: A WorkBook 
for CliniCiAns & ClienTs WiTh 154 Tools, TeChniQues, 
ACTiviTies & WorksheeTs

debra Burdick $41.95 PesI

This book blends the latest research & best practices to create a straight-
forward guide for improving self-awareness, self-regulation skills, & social 
connectedness in kids & teens in a collection of more than 150 proven tools & 
techniques, presented in a simple, step-by-step skill building format.

orGAnizATionAl skills TrAininG for Children WiTh 
Adhd: An empiriCAlly supporTed TreATmenT

richard Gallagher, howard Abikoff & elana spira $54.50 $46.33 Guilford

Organizational skills training helps kids develop essential skill sets for organ-
izing school materials, tracking assignments, & completing homework & other 
tasks successfully. Clinicians are provided with detailed session-by-session 
instructions & all of the tools needed to implement the program in collaboration 
with parents & teachers.

plAy & ArT in Child psyChoTherApy: An expressive ArTs 
TherApy ApproACh

ellen levine $43.95 JkP

This comprehensive guide shows the use of play & art in working with children 
& parents will be of interest to students & practitioners in the fields of expres-
sive arts therapy & psychotherapy, in addition to anyone working with children 
in disciplines such as psychology, social work & psychiatry.

plAy TherApy inTervenTions To enhAnCe resilienCe

david Crenshaw, robert Brooks & sam Goldstein, eds  

$54.50 $46.33 Guilford

The importance of therapeutic play in helping children recover from adversity 
has long been recognized. This unique volume brings together experts on resili-
ence, trauma, & play therapy to describe effective treatment approaches in this 
key area.

Teen AnxieTy: A CBT & ACT ACTiviTy resourCe Book for 
helpinG Anxious AdolesCenTs | 60 phoToCopiABle 
ACTiviTies

raychelle lohmann $40.95 JkP

With 60 easy-to-do activities based on Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) & 
Acceptance Commitment Therapy (ACT), teenagers can be helped to under-
stand what triggers their anxiety; the importance of taking care of themselves; 
how to work through anxious feelings, fear, stress, & panic; & how to accept & 
manage thoughts & emotions. 
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The ArT of BeinG A 
BrilliAnT TeenAGer

Andy Cope, Andy Whittaker, 
darrell Woodman  
& Amy Bradley  

$22.00  Capstone / Wiley

BreAkThrouGh: hoW 
one Teen innovATor is 
ChAnGinG The World

Jack Andraka  
with matthew lysiak  

$23.99 $17.99  HarperCollins

do you knoW Who you 
Are?: disCover The reAl 
you

megan kaye  

$16.99 Dorling Kindersley

iT's noT The end of The 
World

Judy Blume  

$7.99 Simon & Schuster

The mindfulness 
WorkBook for Teen 
AnxieTy: mAnAGe 
your AnxieTy AT 
home, sChool, soCiAl 
siTuATions & dAily life

Christopher Willard  

$20.95 New Harbinger

The Body image Workbook for 
Teens: Activities to help Girls 
develop a healthy Body image in 
an image-obsessed World Julia 
Taylor $21.95 New Harbinger

plAyinG WiTh AnxieTy: 
CAsey's Guide for Teens 
& kids

reid Wilson & lynn lyons  

$20.95 Pathway systems

relATionship skills 101 
for Teens: your Guide 
To deAlinG WiTh dAily 
drAmA, sTress, & diffiCulT 
emoTions usinG dBT

sheri van dijk  

$22.95 New Harbinger

reThinkinG normAl: A 
memoir in TrAnsiTion

katie rain hill  

$21.99 Simon & Schuster

some AssemBly reQuired: 
The noT-so-seCreT life of 
A TrAnsGender Teen

Arin Andrews  

$21.99 Simon & Schuster

The TeenAGe BrAin: 
A neurosCienTisT's 
survivAl Guide To rAisinG 
AdolesCenTs & younG 
AdulTs

frances Jensen  
with Amy ellis nutt  

$32.99 $24.74  HarperCollins 
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$13.50 softcover $20.50 hardcover

NEW FROM APA’S MAGINATION PRESS

ALL MY STRIPES: A 
STORY FOR CHILDREN 
WITH AUTISM

Shaina Rudolph 
& Danielle Royer 
ILLUSTRATED BY 
Jennifer Zivoin

DON’T PUT YOURSELF 
DOWN IN CIRCUS 
TOWN: A STORY 
ABOUT SELF-
CONFIDENCE

Frank Sileo 
ILLUSTRATED BY 

Sue Cornelison

FRIENDS ALWAYS

Tanja Wenisch
ILLUSTRATED BY

Tanja Wenisch

HOW I LEARN: A KID’S 
GUIDE TO LEARNING 
DISABILITY

Brenda Miles 
& Colleen Patterson
ILLUSTRATED BY 

Jane Heinrich

JOEY DARING CARING 
AND CURIOUS: 
HOW A MISCHIEF 
MAKER UNCOVERS 
UNCONDITIONAL 
LOVE

Marcella Marino Craver 
ILLUSTRATED BY 

Joanne Lew-Vriethoff

SOME BUNNY TO 
TALK TO: A STORY 
ABOUT GOING TO 
THERAPY

Cheryl Sterling, Paola 
Conte & Larissa Labay 
ILLUSTRATED BY

Tiphanie Beeke

STICKLEY STICKS TO 
IT!: A FROG’S GUIDE 
TO GETTING THINGS 
DONE

Brenda Miles 
ILLUSTRATED BY 

Steve Mack

TEN TURTLES ON 
TUESDAY: A STORY 
FOR CHILDREN 
ABOUT OBSESSIVE–
COMPULSIVE 
DISORDER

Ellen Flanagan Burns 
ILLUSTRATED BY 

Sue Cornelison

UPSIDE DOWN 
AND BACKWARDS: 
A SIBLING’S 
JOURNEY THROUGH 
CHILDHOOD 
CANCER

Julie Greves, Katy 
Tenhulzen & Fred 
Wilkinson

WOOLFRED CANNOT 
EAT DANDELIONS: A 
TALE OF BEING TRUE 
TO YOUR TUMMY

Claudine Crangle 
ILLUSTRATED BY 

Claudine Crangle
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pArenTinG in The AGe of 
ATTenTion snATChers: 
A sTep-By-sTep Guide To 
BAlAnCinG your Child's 
use of TeChnoloGy

lucy Jo palladino  

$19.95 shambhala

pArenTinG ThrouGh The 
sTorm: hoW To hAndle 
The hiGhs, The loWs & 
everyThinG in BeTWeen

Ann douglas   

$22.99 HarperCollins

pArenTinG your 
delinQuenT, defiAnT, or 
ouT-of-ConTrol Teen: 
hoW To help your Teen 
sTAy in sChool & ouT 
of TrouBle usinG An 
innovATive ApproACh

patrick duffy  

$21.95 New Harbinger

rAisinG kids To Thrive: 
BAlAnCinG love WiTh 
expeCTATions And 
proTeCTion WiTh TrusT

kenneth Ginsburg  

$18.95 AAP

sCreen-smArT pArenTinG: 
hoW To find BAlAnCe & 
BenefiT in your Child's 
use of soCiAl mediA, Apps, 
& diGiTAl deviCes

Jodi Gold  

$20.50 Guilford

8 keys To old sChool 
pArenTinG for 
modern-dAy fAmilies

michael mascolo  

$22.95 Norton

Bloom: 50 ThinGs To 
sAy, Think, And do 
WiTh Anxious, AnGry, 
And over-The-Top 
kids | AGes 3 - 12

lynne kenney  

$20.50 Unhooked Books

BrAinsTorm: The 
poWer & purpose of 
The TeenAGe BrAin

daniel siegel  

$18.95 Putnam

depression And 
your Child: A Guide 
for pArenTs And 
CAreGivers

deborah serani  

$26.95  
Rowman & Littlefield

freeinG your Child 
from AnxieTy: 
prACTiCAl sTrATeGies 
To overCome feArs, 
Worries, & phoBiAs & 
Be prepAred for for 
life — from Toddlers 
To Teens, revised & 
updATed ediTion

Tamar Chansky  

$19.99 Ivy Books

helpinG your Child WiTh 
exTreme piCky eATinG: A 
sTep-By-sTep Guide for 
overCominG seleCTive 
eATinG, food Aversion, 
And feedinG disorders

katja rowell & Jenny 
mcGlothlin  

$22.95 New Harbinger

hoW Toddlers Thrive: 
WhAT pArenTs CAn do 
TodAy for Children AGes 
2-5 To plAnT The seeds of 
lifelonG suCCess

Tovah klein  

$18.99 Simon & Schuster

i sTill love you: nine 
ThinGs TrouBled kids 
need from Their pArenTs

michael ungar  

$24.99 Dundurn

noT WhAT i expeCTed: 
help & hope for pArenTs 
of ATypiCAl Children

rita eichenstein  

$18.00 Putnam

A pArenT's Guide To hiGh-
funCTioninG AuTism 
speCTrum disorder: hoW 
To meeT The ChAllenGes 
And help your Child 
Thrive, seCond ediTion

sally ozonoff, Geraldine 
dawson & James mcpartland  

$25.95 Guilford

TAnTrums!: mAnAGinG 
melTdoWns in puBliC & 
privATe

Thomas phelan  

$11.95 Parentmagic

Will my kid GroW 
ouT of iT?: A Child 
psyCholoGisT's Guide 
To undersTAndinG 
Worrisome BehAvior

Bonny forrest  

$22.95 lawrence Hill

When pArenTs pArT: 
helpinG Children Cope 
WiTh sepArATion & 
divorCe

penelope leach  

$28.95 $21.71 Knopf

The Whole-BrAin Child 
WorkBook: prACTiCAl 
exerCises, WorksheeTs 
And ACTiviTies To 
nurTure developinG 
minds

daniel siegel  
& Tina payne Bryson  

$33.50 PesI

you And your Child's 
psyChoTherApy: The 
essenTiAl Guide for 
pArenTs And CAreGivers

michael Weiner  
& les paul Gallo-silver  

$24.95 oxford

dvds for parents
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rAisinG An emoTionAlly inTelliGenT Child | dvd
John Gottman $79.95 PesI

TAnTrums!: mAnAGinG melTdoWns in puBliC & privATe
Thomas phelan $15.95 Parentmagic
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AnxieTy & depression in The ClAssroom: A TeACher's 
Guide To fosTerinG self-reGulATion in younG sTudenTs

nadja reilly $24.95 Norton

Anxiety & depression are two of the most common mental health problems for 
students. This book, the first of its kind, teaches teachers what signs to look 
for so they can direct their students to help & ensure emotional wellness in 
the classroom.

ATTAChmenT-BAsed TeAChinG: CreATinG A TriBAl 
ClAssroom

louis Cozolino $32.00 Norton

An ideal text for teacher education & training, & even teacher-parent work-
shops. Cozolino equips teachers with the tools & skills they need to utilize the 
lessons of social neuroscience in the classroom & cultivate optimal learning.

exeCuTive funCTion "dysfunCTion" - sTrATeGies for 
eduCATors And pArenTs

rebecca moyes $24.95 JkP

This book is the perfect primer for parents & educators of children with 
executive function difficulties. Moyes describes what the executive functions 
are, how executive function difficulties may manifest, & offers a wealth of 
strategies for supporting children with these difficulties at home & school.

The invisiBle ClAssroom: relATionships, neurosCienCe & 
mindfulness in sChool

kirke olson $24.95 Norton

Marrying themes of interpersonal neurobiology with effective classroom 
teaching practice, this book shows teachers how all classroom interactions 
have an “invisible” neurobiological corollary, & how to use this knowledge to 
their teaching advantage.

sexuAliTy in sChool: The limiTs of eduCATion

Jen Gilbert $26.95 Minnesota

From concerns over the bullying of LGBTQ youth & battles over sex education 
to the regulation of sexual activity & the affirmation of queer youth identity, 
sexuality saturates the school day. Rather than understand these conflicts 
as an interruption to the work of education, Gilbert explores how sexuality 
comes to bear on & to enliven teaching & learning.

sTAndArds for eduCATionAl  
& psyCholoGiCAl TesTinG (2014)

AerA, ApA & the nCme $94.95 AerA

Developed jointly by the American Educational Research Association, 
American Psychological Association, & the National Council on Measurement 
in Education, Standards for Educational & Psychological Testing (Revised 
2014) addresses professional & technical issues of test development & use in 
education, psychology, & employment.

The TeACher's Guide To sTudenT menTAl heAlTh

William dikel $37.00 Norton

Teachers are often the first to notice kids’ mental health issues. This book, the 
first of its kind, gives teachers an understanding of everything from depression 
& anxiety to OCD & trauma. Including a section on working with mental health 
professionals, this book will help teachers to help their students.

ThAT's so GAy!: ChAllenGinG homophoBiC BullyinG

Jonathan Charlesworth $34.95 JkP

An accessible, practical guide to making your school a safer place & creating 
an inclusive bully-free culture. It shows you what homophobic bullying looks 
like, who experiences it, & explores the reasons young people bully others 
homophobically.

The Work-smArT ACAdemiC plAnner:  
WriTe iT doWn, GeT iT done

peg dawson & richard Guare $22.50 Guilford

Designed for students in grades 6-12, this book provides a system for keeping 
track of assignments & due dates while developing the crucial executive skills 
needed to succeed in school & beyond. students are guided to build a daily 
study plan, manage their time, set short- & long-term goals, study for tests, & 
record their successes. 

The WAy of mindful eduCATion:  
CulTivATinG Well-BeinG in TeAChers & sTudenTs

daniel rechtschaffen $27.95 Norton

This manual — focused on implementation strategies — presents classroom 
vignettes & stories, new conceptual frameworks, & mindfulness-based lesson 
plans for teachers. Readers are given an understanding of how to cultivate 
mindful classroom dynamics, including the creation of spaces that kids enjoy 
being in.
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heAdAChes & BrAin inJury from A BiopsyChosoCiAl 
perspeCTive: A prACTiCAl psyChoTherApy Guide

Birgit Gurr, ed. $67.50 $60.75 karnac

This book describes a cognitive-behavioural program which was developed 
as part of a research project in a brain injury service & is the result of clinical 
experience & the application of cognitive behavioural therapy to patients who 
experience complex difficulties following a brain injury.

neurodevelopmenTAl disorders:  
A definiTive Guide for eduCATors

frank vargo $34.50 Norton

Developmental deficits in learning & communication in young children are 
defined as neurodevelopmental disorders. This constellation, newly defined in 
the DSM-5, represents a range of issues that educators must address. This book 
offers a practical understanding for educators.

neuromoTor immATuriTy in Children & AdulTs: The inpp 
sCreeninG TesT for CliniCiAns & heAlTh prACTiTioners

sally Goddard Blythe $103.95 Wiley

Available to healthcare professionals for the first time, this book contains 
proven screening tests to measure neuromotor immaturity in children & adults 
in order to provide a basis for referral & help. 

The Queen of disTrACTion: hoW Women WiTh Adhd CAn 
ConQuer ChAos, find foCus, & GeT iT All done

Terry matlen $21.95 New Harbinger

The Queen of Distraction presents practical skills to help women with ADHD 
achieve focus & balance in all areas of life, whether it's at home, at work, or in 
relationships. Psychotherapist Terry Matlen delves into the feminine side of 
ADHD — the elements of this condition that are particular to women.

TeAChinG Children WiTh AuTism To mind-reAd: 
The WorkBook

Julie hadwin, patricia howlin & simon Baron-Cohen $37.95 Wiley

This workbook expands upon the authors Teaching Children with Autism to 
Mind-Read: A Practical Guide to present the most effective approaches, strat-
egies, & practical guidelines to help alleviate social & communication problems 
in individuals with ASD.

AdulT Adhd-foCused Couple TherApy:  
CliniCAl inTervenTions

Gina pera & Arthur robin, eds $63.50 Routledge

A step-by-step approach to help couples enhance their relationship & improve 
domestic cooperation. This comprehensive guide includes psychoeducation, 
medication guidelines, cognitive interventions, co-parenting techniques, habit 
change & communication strategies, & ADHD-specific clinical suggestions 
around sexuality, money, & cyber-addictions.

The AdulT Adhd Tool kiT:  
usinG CBT To fACiliTATe CopinG inside & ouT

russell ramsay & Anthony rostain $53.95 Routledge

A coping guide for adults living with ADHD, one that does not just present 
useful coping strategies but also provides specific tactics designed to help 
readers implement these skills in their daily lives. Although written for consum-
ers, clinicians will find the book a useful companion to the authors' professional 
treatment manual.

AuTism speCTrum disorders in AdolesCenTs & AdulTs: 
evidenCe-BAsed & promisinG inTervenTions

matt Tincani & Andy Bondy, eds $60.95 $51.81 Guilford

Bringing together leading experts, this book presents effective practices for 
helping people with ASD to thrive in adulthood. The book describes ways to 
support adolescents & adults in succeeding in higher education & work, living 
independently, enjoying leisure activities, navigating meaningful personal 
relationships, & more.

BACk To normAl: Why ordinAry Childhood BehAvior 
is misTAken for Adhd, BipolAr disorder, & AuTism 
speCTrum disorder

enrico Gnaulati $20.00 Beacon

Drawing both on his own clinical experience & on cutting-edge research, Dr. Enrico 
Gnaulati has written the definitive account of why our kids are being dramatically 
overdiagnosed — & how parents & professionals can distinguish between true 
psychiatric disorders & normal childhood reactions to stressful life situations.

hAndBook of leArninG disABiliTies, seCond ediTion

lee swanson, karen harris & steve Graham, eds $67.50 $57.38 Guilford

Widely regarded as the standard reference in the field, this comprehensive 
handbook presents state-of-the-art knowledge about the nature & classification 
of learning disabilities LD , their causes, & how individuals with these difficulties 
can be identified & helped to succeed.

self-reGulATion in Children: keepinG The Body, mind & emoTions 
on TAsk in Children WiTh AuTism, Adhd or sensory disorders 
[seminAr on 4 dvds] Teresa Garland $229.95 $172.46 PesI

TreATmenT in impAirmenTs for Adhd ACross The lifespAn WiTh dr 
russell BArkley | seminAr on dvd (90 minuTes)
russell Barkley $79.95 PesI
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BrAinsTorm: The poWer + purpose of The TeenAGe BrAin | seminAr 
on 2 dvds daniel siegel $54.50 PesI

defiAnT, AGGressive & misBehAvinG kids: sTrATeGies for odd, Adhd, 
AnxieTy, mood disorders & ChAllenGinG BehAviors | seminAr on 
dvd (6 hours, 3 minuTes) michael Bloomquist $229.95 $172.46 PesI
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AssessinG psyChosis: A CliniCiAn's Guide

James kleiger & Ali khadivi $67.50 Routledge

This book offers both a practical guide & rich clinical resource for a broad 
audience of mental health practitioners seeking to sharpen their understand-
ing of diagnostic issues, clinical concepts, & assessment methods that aid in 
detecting the presence of psychotic phenomena. 

CliniCAl hAndBook of psyChoTropiC druGs for 
Children & AdolesCenTs, Third ediTion

dean elbe, kalina Bezchlibnyk-Butler, Adil virani & ric procyshyn, eds  

$126.95 Hogrefe

Fully updated & expanded, in full colour with intuitive icons throughout, 
packed with its unique comparison charts, & with patient handouts as print-
able PDFs, this book fills the need for a comprehensive, yet compact & easy-
to-use reference for all mental health professionals dealing with children & 
adolescents. 

kAplAn & sAdoCk's synopsis of psyChiATry:  
BehAvoriAl sCienCes/CliniCAl psyChiATry, 11Th ediTion

Benjamin sadock, virginia sadock & pedro ruiz $161.95 $153.85 lWW

In this best-selling textbook in psychiatry — for over 40 years — the reader will 
find a thorough discussion of both the behavioural sciences & clinical psychiatry. 
The 11th edition integrates all the DSM-5 criteria & provides a detailed & com-
prehensive overview of treatment methods for every known mental disorder.

A life in psyChiATry: lookinG ouT, lookinG in

Paul Garfinkel $29.95 $22.46 Barlow Book Publishing

When Dr. Paul Garfinkel started his career in psychiatry in the 1970s, psycho-
analysis dominated the profession. Then the pendulum swung the other way. 
Psychoanalysis was discredited & drugs became the treatment of choice for 
mental illness. In his memoir, Garfinkel writes about his 40-year career & life 
devoted to the mentally ill.

The mAudsley hAndBook of prACTiCAl psyChiATry

Gareth owen, simon Wessely & robin murray, eds $53.95 oxford

This new edition of the orange book provides guidance on the psychiatric & 
neuropsychiatric examination & interviewing of adults & children not just as a 
central skill, but as the basis for reaching a diagnosis, formulation & defining a 
treatment plan. It's a highly relevant & a practical handbook for all psychiatrists. 

pArTnerinG for reCovery in menTAl heAlTh:  
A prACTiCAl Guide To person-CenTered plAnninG

Janis Tondora, rebecca miller, mike slade & larry davidson  

$54.95 Wiley

A practical guide for conducting person & family-centered recovery planning 
with individuals with serious mental illnesses & their families, this guide 
represents a new clinical approach to the planning & delivery of mental 
health care. 

The presCriBer's Guide: sTAhl's essenTiAl 
psyChophArmAColoGy, fifTh ediTion

stephen stahl $98.95 Cambridge

This very latest edition of what has become the indispensable formulary in 
psychopharmacology, with its easy-to-use, template-driven navigation system, 
The Prescriber's Guide combines evidence-based data with clinically informed 
advice to support everyone prescribing in the field of mental health.

sChizophreniA | oxford psyChiATry liBrAry

david Castle & peter Buckley $37.95 oxford

Covers in detail not only the biological & psychological basis of schizophrenia, 
but also the aetiology & treatment options. A comprehensive pocketbook that is 
relevant to a range of students, trainees & specialists.

schizophrenia | oxford American psychiatry library  
Stephen Marder $38.50 Oxford

TrAnsferenCe-foCused psyChoTherApy for Borderline 
personAliTy disorder: A CliniCAl Guide

frank yeomans, John Clarkin & otto kernberg $101.50 APPI

This model of borderline personality disorder (BPD) & its treatment is based 
on contemporary psychoanalytic object relations theory & is supported & 
enhanced by material on current phenomenological & neurobiological research. 
It is grounded in real-world cases that deftly illustrate principles of intervention. 

WhAT psyChiATry lefT ouT of The dsm-5:  
hisToriCAl menTAl disorders TodAy

edward shorter $67.50 Routledge

This book covers the diagnoses that the DSM failed to include, along with diag-
noses that should not have been included, but were. Psychiatry as a field is over 
two centuries old & over that time has gathered great wisdom about mental 
illnesses. Edward Shorter proposes a history-driven alternative to the DSM.
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menTAl heAlTh issues in lATe life | CliniCAl GeropsyCholoGy video 
series patricia Areán $134.95 APA

WorkinG WiTh CAreGivers of Those WiTh demenTiA | CliniCAl 
GeropsyCholoGy video series susan mcCurry   $134.95 APA

The AGinG mind: An oWner's mAnuAl

patrick rabbitt $48.95 Routledge

Its warmth & candour make it an engaging & helpful guide for those interested 
in understanding their own, or their relatives’ ageing. Its rigour & comprehen-
siveness make ideal for students seeking an accessible alternative to standard 
textbooks on aging & for health professionals working with older people.

AGinG ToGeTher: demenTiA, friendship,  
& flourishinG CommuniTies

susan mcfadden & John mcfadden $40.50 Johns Hopkins

Drawing on medicine, social science, philosophy, & religion to provide a broad 
perspective on aging, Aging Together offers a vision of relationships filled with 
love, joy, & hope in the face of a condition that all too often elicits anxiety, hope-
lessness, & despair.

CBT for older people: An inTroduCTion

ken laidlaw $48.95 Sage

Going beyond simple procedural modifications, this is the first book to address 
how the application of gerontology to CBT practice can augment CBT’s effect-
iveness & appropriateness with older people. This book takes you step-by-step 
through the CBT process & supported by clinical case examples, points for 
reflection & hints & tips.

liGhTer As We Go: virTues, ChArACTer sTrenGThs, & AGinG

mindy Greenstein & Jimmie holland $34.50 oxford

For the first time, Greenstein & Holland - on a joint venture between an 85 
year-old & a fifty year-old - explore positive psychology concepts of character 
strengths & virtues to unveil how & why, through the course of a lifetime, we 
learn who we are as we go.

mindfulness-BAsed inTervenTions for older AdulTs : 
evidenCe for prACTiCe

Carla martins $53.95 JkP

Based on extensive clinical research, this book sheds new light onto how 
Mindfulness Based stress reduction (MBsr) can be used with older adults as an 
effective complementary intervention, identifying specific ways in which MBSR 
programmes can be adapted & fine-tuned to meet the needs of this group. 

ouT of Time: The pleAsures & The perils of AGeinG

lynne segal $23.95 Verso

out of Time looks at many of the issues facing the aged — the war of the genera-
tions & baby-boomer bashing, the politics of desire, the diminished situation of 
the older woman, the space on the left for the presence & resistance of the old, 
the problems of dealing with loss & mortality, & how to find victory in survival.

seCond Wind: nAviGATinG The pAssAGe To A sloWer, 
deeper, & more ConneCTed life`

Bill Thomas $28.99 $21.74 Simon & Schuster

In Second Wind, Dr. Bill Thomas, named by The Wall Street Journal as one of the 
top ten Americans shaping aging, treats the Baby Boom generation as he would 
one of his patients, sympathetically exploring its history before recommending a 
path toward healing & a life rich with developmental opportunity.

suBsTAnCe use & older people

ilana Crome, li-Tzy Wu, rahul rao & peter Crome, eds $114.95 Wiley

This book goes beyond assessment & diagnosis of older people presenting with 
chronic complex disorders, which result from the problematic use of alcohol, 
medications, tobacco, or other drugs. It examines a variety of biological & 
psychosocial approaches to the understanding of these issues & offers recom-
mendations for policy.

TherApy WiTh men AfTer sixTy: A ChAllenGinG life phAse

Barry mcCarthy & emily mcCarthy $53.95 Routledge

A breakthrough book for professionals that helps them open their clients' 
minds to new ways of thinking, behaving, & feeling about the aging process. 
The authors adopt a realistic but optimistic tone as they carefully examine the 
psychological, relational, & sexual aspects of life after 60, while also dispelling 
common myths. 

TreATmenT of lATe-life depression, AnxieTy, TrAumA,  
& suBsTAnCe ABuse

patricia Areán, ed. $80.95 $68.81 APA

To fill a gap, Patricia A. Areán assembled this volume of best practices in treating 
mental disorders in late life. It includes an overview of geropsychology & the 
training resources available to help clinicians develop the competencies they 
need to work with older adults.
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AChievinG psyChoTherApy effeCTiveness | 
psyChoTherApy essenTiAls-To-Go | Book & dvd WiTh 
prACTiCe reminder CArd
molyn leszcz, Clare pain, Jon hunter, paula ravitz & robert maunder  
 
$26.95 $21.56 Norton

This concise guide — 1 of 6 in the “Psychotherapy Essentials To Go” series — lays 
out the basics of building effectiveness in psychotherapy. Self-questionnaires, 
case studies, role play transcripts, diagrams, exercises, & worksheets make it 
easy for front-line case workers & therapists of all kinds to learn the fundamen-
tals of effective treatment.

AnxieTy + depression: effeCTive TreATmenT of The BiG 
TWo Co-oCCurrinG disorders
margaret Wehrenberg $32.95 Norton

Anxiety & depression are two of the most common complaints in therapy, & 
often clients suffer from both simultaneously. But where does depression end & 
anxiety begin, & vice versa? What is the most effective way to approach treat-
ment? Margaret Wehrenberg presents key clinical strategies for managing this 
comorbidity.

CliniCiAn's Guide To self-reneWAl:  
essenTiAl AdviCe from The field

robert Wicks & elizabeth maynard, eds $72.00 Wiley

Consistent with the current emphasis on working from strengths to promote 
renewal, this guide presents a holistic approach to psychological wellness. With 
strategies to renew the mind, body, spirit, & community, this book provides 
time-tested advice from experts & equips clinicians with guidance & inspiration 
for the renewal of body, mind, community, & spirit in their clients & themselves.

CAnAdiAn CounsellinG And CounsellinG psyCholoGy  
in The 21sT CenTury 

Ada sinacore & freda Ginsburg, eds $39.95 McGill - Queens University Press

This path-breaking book highlights the work of Canadian counsellors & counsel-
ling psychologists & focuses on issues pertinent to practising in Canada. key 
topics such as scientific issues, health, wellness, prevention, career psychol-
ogy, assessment, training & supervision, & social justice & multiculturalism are 
explored in detail. 

CAse formulATion in emoTion-foCused TherApy:  
Co-CreATinG CliniCAl mAps for ChAnGe
rhonda Goldman & leslie Greenberg $80.95 $68.81 APA

This book presents a detailed, concrete, step-by-step process for constructing 
an emotion-focused case formulation, ready for use with clients. EFT case for-
mulation focuses on the client's narrative content (the stories they tell) as well 
as emotional processing (how the client feels).

ConTemplATive psyChoTherApy essenTiAls: enriChinG 
your prACTiCe WiTh BuddhisT psyCholoGy
karen kissel Wegela $37.95 Norton

Both psychotherapy & the Buddhist spiritual path are journeys toward in-
creased self-awareness & wellbeing. Here therapists learn practical techniques 
for incorporating simple Buddhist approaches — including guided contempla-
tions, mindfulness exercises, & meditation instructions — to enhance their work 
with clients.

emerGinG prACTiCe in foCusinG-orienTed 
psyChoTherApy: innovATive Theory & AppliCATions
Greg madison, ed. $53.95 JkP

This book explores recent innovations: Focusing-Oriented Psychotherapy as a 
response to trauma, Wholebody Focusing, & how Focusing has been adapted in 
Japan & South Korea. By offering new means of working effectively with diffi-
cult issues & specific client groups, this book appeals to a broad range of mental 
health practitioners.

Theory & practice of focusing-oriented psychotherapy: Beyond the Talking 
Cure Greg Madison, ed. $53,95 JKP

forGiveness TherApy: An empiriCAl Guide for resolvinG 
AnGer & resTorinG hope
robert enright & richard fitzgibbons $94.50 $80.33 APA

This comprehensive volume, a revised edition of Helping Clients Forgive, 
provides all of the latest research in the roles that anger & forgiveness play 
in specific emotional disorders & features clinical examples of work with 
individuals.

The GreAT psyChoTherApy deBATe: The evidenCe for 
WhAT mAkes psyChoTherApy Work, seCond ediTion
Bruce Wampold & zac imel $74.50 Psychology Press

This updated edition expands the presentation of the Contextual Model, a 
compelling alternative to traditional research on psychotherapy, which tends 
to focus on identifying the most effective treatment for particular disorders 
through emphasizing the specific ingredients of treatment. 

hAndBook of mindfulness: Theory, reseArCh, & prACTiCe
kirk Warren Brown, david Creswell & richard ryan, eds  
 
$101.50 $86.28 Guilford

An authoritative handbook, leading scholars explore mindfulness in the context 
of contemporary psychological theories of attention, perceptual processing, 
motivation, & behaviour, as well as within a rich cross-disciplinary dialogue with 
the contemplative traditions. 
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mindfulness, ACCepTAnCe & The psyChodynAmiC 
evoluTion

Jason stewart, ed. $75.95 $60.76 New Harbinger

More & more, professionals in the psychodynamic tradition are finding that 
mindfulness exercises help their patients connect with the moment & discover 
the underlying causes of their fears & anxieties. This groundbreaking book 
spotlights the similarities between these two therapeutic approaches. 

mulTiCulTurAlism & diversiTy in CliniCAl supervision:  
A CompeTenCy-BAsed ApproACh

Carol falender, edward shafranske & Celia falicov, eds $94.50 $80.33 APA

This practical guide presents a model for developing multicultural competence 
within supervision. The model emphasizes self-assessment to define the 
cultural niche of each member of the supervision triad.

on BeCominG A BeTTer TherApisT: evidenCe-BAsed 
prACTiCe one ClienT AT A Time, seCond ediTion

Barry duncan $80.95 $68.81 APA

This book describes his Partners for Change outcome Management system 
(PCOMS), which provides systematic feedback from clients, thereby enabling 
therapists to identify & target clients who aren't responding to traditional 
treatment before they drop out. It also addresses the many thoughtful ques-
tions raised by trainees & readers of the last edition.

premATure TerminATion in psyChoTherApy: sTrATeGies 
for enGAGinG ClienTs & improvinG ouTComes

Joshua swift & roger Greenberg $94.50 $80.33 APA

This book helps identify the common factors that lead to premature termina-
tion, & it presents 8 strategies to address these factors & reduce client 
dropout rates. Such evidence-based techniques will help establish proper 
roles & behaviours, work with client preferences, educate clients on patterns 
of change, & plan for appropriate termination.

psyChodynAmiC Group psyChoTherApy, fifTh ediTion

scott rutan, Walter stone & Joseph shay $74.50 $63.33 Guilford

Regarded as the definitive practitioner reference & text, this accessible work 
addresses all aspects of setting up therapy groups & making them work. 
A wealth of clinical material illustrates the components of effective group 
therapy & the mechanisms & processes of change. 

sCienCe & pseudosCienCe in CliniCAl psyCholoGy,  
seCond ediTion

scott lilienfeld, steven Jay lynn & Jeffrey lohr $60.95 $51.81 Guilford

This valued resource helps practitioners & students evaluate the merits of 
popular yet controversial practices in clinical psychology & allied fields, & base 
treatment decisions on the best available research. 

The TherApisT's ulTimATe soluTion Book: essenTiAl 
sTrATeGies, Tips & Tools To empoWer your ClienTs

Judith Belmont $37.95 Norton

Filled with exercises, quizzes, & handouts, this easy-to-use book of “solutions” 
provides practical tools to help your clients deal with stress, anxiety, depres-
sion, relationship issues, bad habits, low self-esteem, & more.

TrAnsforminG emoTionAl pAin in psyChoTherApy:  
An emoTion-foCused ApproACh

ladislav Timulak $60.95 Routledge

This book provides an account of how emotional pain can be conceptualised 
& how it can be addressed in therapy. It provides practical tips for therapists 
working with emotional pain & shows how it can then be made more bearable 
& transformed allowing the client to be more sensitive to the pain of others, & 
to seek support when needed. 

TreATmenT plAns & inTervenTions for insomniA:  
A CAse formulATion ApproACh

rachel manber & Colleen Carney $54.50 $46.33 Guilford

Poor sleep is a significant source of distress & is also a symptom of other 
problems, such as anxiety & depressive disorders. From leading experts in 
cognitive-behavioural therapy for insomnia (CBT-I), this state-of-the-art book 
provides a framework for tailoring treatment for clients with an array of sleep 
difficulties.

undersTAndinG & TreATinG ChroniC shAme: A 
relATionAl/neuroBioloGiCAl ApproACh

patricia deyoung $60.95 $51.81 Routledge

Chronic shame is painful, corrosive, & elusive. It resists self-help & undermines 
even intensive psychoanalysis. Patricia DeYoung's cutting-edge book gives 
chronic shame the serious attention it deserves, integrating new brain science 
with an inclusive tradition of relational psychotherapy. 

relational psychotherapy: A primer, second edition  
Patricia DeYoung $67.50 $60.75 Routledge
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CLINICAL CBT CBT

CBT for AdulTs: A prACTiCAl Guide for CliniCiAns

lynne drummond  

$81.50 $61.13 RCPsych

No one school of CBT dominates in this book, but a range of CBT therapies are 
discussed, with particular focus on the evidence base for the interventions. 
This is a practical book that will guide & inform your treatment of patients. 

CoGniTive BehAviorAl TherApy for perinATAl disTress

Amy Wenzel & karen kleiman $63.50 Routledge

This volume is a step-by-step guide for the implementation of CBT for women 
with perinatal distress in an individual psychotherapy format. The authors 
illustrate the compassionate, flexible treatment of perinatal women experien-
cing a wide range of depressive & anxious clinical presentations & unique life 
circumstances.

CoGniTive BehAviorAl Group TherApy:  
ChAllenGes & opporTuniTies

ingrid söchting $65.95 $52.76 Wiley

With coverage of the latest theory & research, this complete guide imple-
ments cognitive behavioural group therapy for practitioners & trainees in a 
range of mental health disciplines & presents protocols for depression, panic, 
social anxiety, generalized anxiety, posttraumatic stress, OCD, compulsive 
hoarding, psychosis, & addiction.

CoGniTive-BehAviorAl TreATmenT of perfeCTionism

sarah egan, Tracey Wade, roz shafran & martin Antony  

$67.50 $57.38 Guilford

Using a case formulation approach, this practical resource provides an 
evidence-based framework for treating clients struggling with perfectionism, 
whether as the main presenting problem or in conjunction with depression, 
eating disorders, anxiety disorders, or obsessive-compulsive disorder. 

CoGniTive TherApy of personAliTy disorders,  
Third ediTion

Aaron Beck, denise davis & Arthur freemanm eds $74.50 $63.33 Guilford

Here prominent editors & contributors explain the nature of personality 
disorders & why they are so challenging to treat. This book provides up-to-
date scientific knowledge about each & describes effective strategies for dif-
ferential diagnosis, case conceptualization, implementing individualized CBT 
interventions, & overcoming roadblocks.

CulTurAl AdApTATion of CBT for serious menTAl 
illness: A Guide for TrAininG & prACTiCe

shanaya rathod, david kingdon, narsimha pinninti,  
douglas Turkington & peter phiri $59.95 Wiley

A comprehensive guide designed to enable CBT practitioners to effectively 
engage people from diverse cultural backgrounds by applying culturally-
sensitive therapeutic techniques. It adapts core CBT techniques: reattribu-
tion, normalization, explanation development, formulating, reality testing, 
inference chaining & resetting expectations.

experienCinG CBT from The inside ouT: A self-prACTiCe/
self-refleCTion WorkBook for TherApisTs

James Bennett-levy, richard Thwaites,  
Beverly haarhoff & helen perry $47.50 $40.38 Guilford

Engaging & authoritative, this is the first self-experiential CBT workbook 
specifically designed to help therapists enhance their skills. Twelve carefully 
sequenced modules guide readers to identify, formulate, & address a profes-
sional or personal problem using CBT, & to reflect on the experience.

Group TreATmenT for hoArdinG disorder,  
TherApisT Guide

Jordana muroff, patty underwood & Gail steketee  

$43.95 oxford

Hoarding Disorder (HD) is now recognized as a distinct disorder in the DSM-5, 
separate from OCD. Clinicians deliver group therapy over 20 weekly sessions 
of 1.5 to 2 hours each. A single experienced clinician can lead the group or a 
co-therapy model can be used with two clinicians, one experienced & one in 
training.

mindfulness-inTeGrATed CBT for Well-BeinG And 
personAl GroWTh: four sTeps To enhAnCe inner CAlm, 
self-ConfidenCe And relATionships

Bruno Cayoun $32.95 Wiley

This is a clear, streamlined guide to using Mindfulness-integrated Cognitive 
Behavior Therapy (MiCBT) to improve well-being & manage a range of 
personal & interpersonal difficulties. Perfect for individuals working toward 
self-improvement on their own, as well as professionals assisting clients in 
individual or group therapy.

WorkinG WiTh emoTion in CoGniTive-BehAviorAl 
TherApy: TeChniQues for CliniCAl prACTiCe

nathan Thoma & dean mckay, eds $74.50 $63.33 Guilford

Working actively with emotion has been empirically shown to be of central 
importance in psychotherapy, yet has been underemphasized in much of the 
writing on CBT. This volume brings together leading authorities to describe 
ways to work with emotion to enrich therapy & achieve more robust outcomes 
that go beyond symptom reduction. 
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The ACT mATrix: A neW ApproACh To BuildinG 
psyCholoGiCAl flexiBiliTy ACross seTTinGs & 
populATions

kevin polk & Benjamin schoendorff $75.95 $56.96 New Harbinger

This book fuses the six core principles of ACT into a simplified, easy-to-apply 
approach that focuses on client actions & behaviour as workable or unwork-
able, rather than good or bad. Most importantly, you'll learn how this innovative 
approach can be used to deliver ACT more effectively in a variety of settings. 

The ACT prACTiTioner's Guide To The sCienCe of 
CompAssion: Tools for fosTerinG psyCholoGiCAl 
flexiBiliTy

dennis Tirch, Benjamin schoendorff & laura silberstein  

$64.95 $48.71 New Harbinger

This is the first book on the market to provide an in-depth discussion of 
compassion in the context of ACT & other behavioural sciences. The integra-
tive treatment model in this book provides powerful transdiagnostic tools & 
processes that will build bridges across therapies. 

BuildinG CompeTenCe in mindfulness-BAsed CoGniTive 
TherApy: TrAnsCripTs & insiGhTs for WorkinG WiTh 
sTress, AnxieTy, depression, & oTher proBlems

richard sears $60.95 Routledge

MBCT is an evidence-based program that combines mindfulness & cognitive 
therapy techniques for working with stress, anxiety, depression, & other 
problems. This volume provides the first transcript of an entire 8-week 
program. The author also provides insights & practical suggestions for building 
competence in delivering the MBCT protocol.

CoGniTive defusion mAde simple: A sTep-By-sTep 
TrAininG mAnuAl for ACT & CBT TherApisTs

John Blackledge $51.95 $44.16 New Harbinger

This is a comprehensive text on cognitive defusion: what it is, how to use it 
in session, & why it works. Because cognitive defusion is so effective, a great 
variety of defusion techniques are used in ACT to help clients gain greater 
psychological flexibility, but before now, there has not been a definitive 
resource available.

dBT skills TrAininG mAnuAl for CliniCiAns,  
seCond ediTion

marsha linehan $60.95 $51.81 Guilford

From the developer of DBT, this comprehensive resource provides vital tools 
for implementing DBT skills training. The teaching notes & the companion 
volume's reproducible handouts & worksheets have been significantly revised 
& expanded to reflect important research & clinical advances. 

dBT skills Training handouts & Worksheets. second edition Marsha 
linehan $33.95 $28.86 Guilford

diAleCTiCAl BehAvior TherApy: A ConTemporAry Guide 
for prACTiTioners

lane pederson $54.95 Wiley

Here is a definitive new text for understanding & applying DBT. It goes beyond 
adherence to standard DBT & diagnosis-based treatment of individuals, 
offering evidence-based yet flexible approaches to integrating DBT into 
practice, stressing positivity & the client's own voice in assessing change.

emoTionAl sChemA TherApy

robert leahy $60.95 $51.81 Guilford

This book presents innovative tools for helping patients to understand their 
emotional schemas — such as the conviction that painful feelings are unbear-
able, shameful, or will last indefinitely — & to develop new ways of accepting & 
coping with affective experience.

inCorporATinG ACCepTAnCe & mindfulness inTo The 
TreATmenT of psyChosis: CurrenT Trends & fuTure 
direCTions

Brandon Gaudiano, ed. $86.50 oxford

This book compares & contrasts emerging approaches, focusing on six distinct 
treatment models that incorporate acceptance & mindfulness strategies for 
psychosis, along with a synthesis & analysis of these approaches. It concludes 
with recommendations for moving the research forward in a constructive and 
responsible way. 

mindfulness & sChemA TherApy: A prACTiCAl Guide

michiel van vreeswijk, Jenny Broersen & Ger schurink $54.95 Wiley

Presenting an 8-session (+ 2 follow-up sessions) protocol for therapists & 
their patients, this is the first book to integrate the theory of schema therapy 
with the techniques of mindfulness. It offers a practical guide for training & 
practice, with detailed coverage of theory followed by dedicated sections for 
therapists & patients.

TreATinG psyChosis: A CliniCiAn's Guide To inTeGrATinG 
ACCepTAnCe & CommiTmenT TherApy, CompAssion-
foCused TherApy, & mindfulness ApproAChes WiThin 
The CoGniTive BehAviorAl TherApy TrAdiTion

nicola Wright, douglas Turkington, owen kelly,  
david davies & Andrew Jacobs $64.95 $55.21 New Harbinger

Using a CBT approach that incorporates ACT & compassion-focused therapy 
(CFT), the book will provide you with a pre-treatment overview & treatment 
implementation strategies, & will help you develop a realistic action plan for 
treating patients with psychosis in individual or group settings.
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AnGer mAnAGemenT in CounselinG & psyChoTherApy | 
dvd for individuAl vieWinG only

raymond Tafrate & howard kassinove $84.95 psychotherapy.net

Watch anger experts Howard Kassinove & Chip Tafrate demystify the chal-
lenging work of anger management in this indispensable video. Whatever your 
professional setting, you’ll breathe easier with this practical, empirically valid-
ated showcase of exercises, live sessions, & tools to strengthen your practice.

Anger management in Counseling & psychotherapy | dvd for Group/
institutional viewing Raymond Tafrate & Howard Kassinove  
$194.75 psychotherapy.net

ATTAChmenT, TrAumA & psyChoTherApy: neurAl 
inTeGrATion As A pAThWAy To resilienCe & Well-BeinG | 
seminAr on dvd (4+ hours)

daniel siegel $229.95 $172.46 PesI

Explore the properties of psychological well-being and how new scientific 
insights are providing us with a deeper understanding of why psychotherapy 
works. Learn new approaches to clinical assessment that are based on reveal-
ing the precise impairment to integration, and offering a new conceptual 
framework for your clinical practice.

mAnAGinG sleep proBlems in people WiTh AnxieTy, 
depression, TrAumA, or pAin

Colleen Carney $168.95 $126.71 J & K Seminars

In this program, Dr. Carney provides easy-to-implement CBT strategies for 
insomnia & nightmares, especially with those who have co-occurring trauma, 
anxiety, pain & depression. This thorough seminar runs for 12 hours. 

mi in ACTion WiTh sTephen rollniCk, phd: presenTATion 
& demo for suBsTAnCe ABuse & oTher menTAl heAlTh 
disorders | seminAr on dvd (1 hour, 30 minuTes)

stephen rollnick $67.50 PesI

"A rare, must-see program! Watch the leading expert & co-founder of MI 
“Demo” with a simulated client the key skills of Motivational Interviewing. 
Learn this easier approach that will take the frustration out of your conversa-
tions with clients regarding substance abuse & other mental health problems."

presenCe in psyChoTherApy | dvd

shari Geller $134.95 APA

Not a replacement for technique, presence in psychotherapy is a founda-
tional stance that supports deep listening & understanding of the client in the 
moment, & is also a framework for psychotherapy that fosters a deep client–
therapist connection through various aspects, such as the awareness of bodily 
sensations, emotions, & perception.

psyChoAnAlyTiC psyChoTherApy | 3 ApproAChes To 
personAliTy disorders | dvd for individuAl vieWinG

otto kernberg $93.50 psychotherapy.net

Watch this leading figure demonstrate Transference-Focused Therapy (TFP), 
a highly interactive approach to assessing & working with severe personality 
disorders — hardly the passive, blank-slate psychotherapy of yesteryear. This 
is one of Three Approaches to Personality Disorders, the others by Marsha 
linehan & Art Freeman.

psychoanalytic psychotherapy | 3 Approaches to personality disorders | 
dvd for Group / institutional viewing  
Otto Kernberg $194.75 psychotherapy.net

role of mindfulness mediTATion in The TreATmenT of 
AnxieTy disorders (AdAA ConferenCe)

zindel segal $47.50 PesI

This lecture will present the scientific rationale for training anxious patients 
in mindfulness meditation as well as discuss the strengths & weaknesses of 
empirical support for this approach. Treating acute symptoms versus sustain-
ing treatment benefits & its integration with CBT formats will be offered. DVD 
recording (55 minutes) with instructions.

self-CompAssion And emoTionAl resilienCe  
| seminAr on dvd

kristin neff $229.95 $172.46 PesI

This workshop will provide tools for responding in a kind, compassionate way 
whenever we are experiencing painful emotions. Responding to our own im-
perfections without harsh self-condemnation-are essential steps toward living 
more fulfilling lives. This course is relevant for all mental health professionals.

shApinG seCure ConneCTion sTAGes 1 & 2

sue Johnson & marlene Best $89.00 ICEEFT

In this video you will see two case presentations & live sessions of Stage I & 
stage II (Pursuer softening) eFT change processes. In both sessions subtitles 
appear that comment on interventions as they occur. Sue & Marlene also 
discuss their session & outline how each session is typical of the stage in which 
it occurred. 

usinG dBT To help your ClienTs mAnAGe Their emoTions 
| seminAr on dvd (12 hours, 17 minuTes) WiTh eleCTroniC 
mAnuAl & insTruCTions

sheri van dijk $399.95 $299.96 PesI

Learn how to use tried & true DBT to treat clients with difficulties managing 
or regulating their emotions. With emphasis on the flexibility & adaptability of 
DBT, you will improve your ability to use DBT skills with clients experiencing 
a variety of mental health problems, such as bipolar disorder, depression & 
anxiety.
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ABouT Grief: insiGhTs, seTBACks, GrACe noTes, TABoos

ron marasco & Brian shuff $19.95 Rowman & Littlefield

About Grief is a refreshingly down-to-earth book about an issue that blindsides 
many people. Written in a warm & conversational way that is, at times, deeply 
moving, at times, surprisingly amusing, & always practical, it covers a wide range 
of issues facing people in grief. 

CinemA As TherApy: Grief & TrAnsformATionAl film

John izod & Joanna dovalis $67.50 Routledge

By analysing the meaning of film & the root cause of the particular losses 
featured, the authors demonstrate how our experiences in the movie theatre 
create an opportunity to prepare psychologically for the inevitable losses we 
must all eventually face. 

CopinG WiTh inferTiliTy, misCArriAGe & neonATAl loss: 
findinG prespeCTive & CreATinG meAninG

Amy Wenzel $26.95 APA

This wise, compassionate book teaches proven cognitive-behavioural strategies 
for coping with infertility & pregnancy loss. You will learn about common grief 
experiences that occur with such losses, as well as ways to find perspective & 
meaning, identify & change unhelpful thoughts, gain acceptance, reconnect with 
others, & reengage in life. 

deAlinG WiTh dyinG, deATh, & Grief durinG AdolesCenCe

david Balk $59.50 Routledge

For some, life’s introduction to death & grief comes early, & when it does it can 
take many forms. Not only does this book tackle them all, it does so with David 
Balk’s remarkable sensitivity to & deep knowledge of the pressures & opportun-
ities adolescents face in their transition from childhood to adulthood.

end of life CAre for people WiTh demenTiA:  
A person-CenTred & pAlliATive ApproACh

murna downs, laura middleton-Green & Jane Chatterjee $32.95 JkP

emphasising the importance of being attuned to the experiences & needs of the 
person with dementia, the authors explain why & how they should be included 
in decisions relating to their end of life care. Practical strategies for ensuring 
physical & emotional wellbeing are provided.

honorinG Grief: CreATinG A spACe To leT yourself heAl

Alexandra kennedy $21.95 New Harbinger

Honoring Grief provides powerful & compassionate advice for dealing with loss. 
Compatible with any religious or spiritual orientation, this book aims to help 
readers create a sanctuary-a special space where they are free to work through 
the difficult emotions that accompany grief. 

The inner life of The dyinG person

Allan kellehear $35.00 Columbia

This unique book recounts the experience of facing one's death from the dying 
person's point of view. Such access challenges assumptions about the emotional 
dimensions of dying, showing readers that along with suffering, loss, anger, 
sadness, & fear — we can also feel courage, love, hope, transcendence, trans-
formation, & even happiness as we die.

no Time for TeArs: CopinG WiTh Grief in A Busy World, 
revised & updATed seCond ediTion

Judy heath $19.95 Chicago Review Press

Judy Heath writes that grief is a painful but natural process that isn't to be 
medicated & hurried through, as that leaves us ill-prepared for a roller coaster 
of emotions, lack of focus, & more. She offers practical ways to traverse the 
pitfalls that may lead to unresolved & lasting grief & to find comfort & peace.

The smell of rAin on dusT: Grief & prAise

martín prechtel $19.95 North Atlantic

Martín Prechtel gives an engaging, surprisingly humorous series of 20 short 
teachings on the relationship between grief & praise in our culture — how the 
inability that many of us have to grieve & weep properly for the dead is deeply 
linked with the inability to give praise for living. 

WorkinG WiTh loss & Grief:  
A TheoreTiCAl & prACTiCAl ApproACh seCond ediTion

linda machin $51.95 Sage Publications

Making clear connections between theory & practice, the 'Range of Response to 
Loss' model provides a theoretical 'compass' for recognising the wide variability 
in reaction to loss & the 'Adult Attitude to Grief' scale is a tool for 'mapping' 
individual grief & its change over time, providing an individual grief profile.

Grief: unCompliCATed, CompliCATed & TrAumATiC: AdvAnCed 
AssessmenT & TreATmenT | seminAr on 3 dvds | 5 hours, 56 minuTes
Christina zampitella $214.95 $161.21 PesI

heAl your heArT AfTer Grief: help your ClienTs find peACe AfTer 
BreAk-ups, divorCe, deATh & oTher losses | seminAr on 4 dvds
david kessler $229.95 $172.46 PesI
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CoGniTive-BehAviorAl TherApy for prevenTinG suiCide 
ATTempTs: A Guide To Brief TreATmenTs ACross CliniCAl 
seTTinGs

Craig Bryan, ed. $67.50 Routledge

Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy for Preventing Suicide Attempts describes the 
essential ingredients of these effective treatments, explains how to adapt 
them for different groups & in different environments, & offers clinicians 
detailed tips & guidelines on how these treatments can be used with actively 
suicidal patients.

A ConCise Guide To undersTAndinG suiCide: 
epidemioloGy, pAThophysioloGy And prevenTion

stephen koslow, pedro ruiz & Charles nemeroff, eds $126.95 Cambridge

Leading researchers & clinicians provide a concise review of recent literature, 
report solutions achieved & give practical guidance for patient care to aid 
understanding & help prevent suicide. Suitable for anyone interested in the 
cause & prevention of suicide.

pillAGed: psyChiATriC mediCATions And suiCide risk

ronald maris $32.50 USC Press

Ronald Maris evaluates the psychiatric medications commonly used to treat 
several major types of psychiatric disorders—including depression & mood 
disorders, bipolar disorders, anxiety disorders, & psychotic disorders—asking 
"do they work as advertised?" and, more importantly "are they safe?"

WorkinG WiTh self hArm & suiCidAl BehAviour

louise doyle, Brian keogh & Jean morrissey $37.00 Palgrave

An authoritative introduction to identifying & assessing suicidal behav-
iour, this highly informative text explores both therapeutic interventions & 
postvention issues. Aimed at front-line workers, it takes a non-medicalised 
approach & provides the reader with a toolbox of practical skills to support 
their work in practice.

youTh suiCide And BullyinG: ChAllenGes And sTrATeGies 
for prevenTion And inTervenTion

peter Goldblum, dorothy espelage, Joyce Chu & Bruce Bongar, eds  

$86.50 oxford

Bullying (as either victim or as perpetrator) is associated with higher rates of 
suicide, but evidence about which subtype is at greatest risk is mixed. Here is 
an authoritative review of the science demonstrating the links between these 
two major public health concerns, alongside informed discussion & evidence-
based recommendations. 

menTAlizATion in ArTs TherApy

marianne verfaille $53.95 $48.56 karnac

This book has its roots in the theory of Mentalization Based Treatment by 
Bateman & Fonagy, & combines the broad experience of many art therapists 
with art, music & dance/movement therapy in psychiatric settings in the treat-
ment of adults & adolescents both individually & in groups, as well as children 
with disorganised attachment.

musiC TherApy hAndBook

Barbara Wheeler, ed. $114.95 $97.71 Guilford

Experts review psychodynamic, humanistic, cognitive-behavioral, & develop-
mental foundations & describe major music therapy techniques. An expansive 
section on clinical applications examines music therapy with children & adults, 
as well as its recognized role in medical settings.

presenCe & proCess in expressive ArTs Work:  
AT The edGe of Wonder

herbert eberhart & sally Atkins $31.95 JkP

This book is a comprehensive & foundational guide for all practitioners who 
use the expressive arts, including expressive arts therapists & students, 
counsellors, & other helping professionals. With its clear structure & straight 
forward style, the book is appropriate also for beginners in these professional 
fields.

rAisinG self-esTeem in AdulTs: An eCleCTiC ApproACh 
WiTh ArT TherApy, CBT & dBT BAsed TeChniQues

susan Buchalter $31.95 JkP

A rich assortment of 284 exercises grounded in evidence-based principles of 
art therapy, DBT & CBT, to suit a variety of clientele, including those suffering 
from depression, anxiety, bipolar disorder & schizophrenia, all designed to 
raise self-esteem – a crucial foundation of wellness.

TrAumA-informed drAmA TherApy: TrAnsforminG 
CliniCs, ClAssrooms, & CommuniTies

nisha sajnani & david read Johnson $74.95 CC Thomas

This book examines how drama therapists conceptualize & respond to 
relational & systemic trauma across systems of care including mental health 
clinics, schools, & communities burdened by historical & current wounds. This 
ground-breaking book will also be useful for creative arts therapists, mental 
health professionals, educators, & students.
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neuroBioloGy And nArrATive TherApy: TherApeuTiC prACTiCes for 
lAsTinG ChAnGe marie-nathalie Beaudoin $192.75 Alexander st

Brief sTrATeGiC TreATmenT of The AnxieTy disorders
reid Wilson $67.50 PesI

Brief CoAChinG WiTh Children & younG people: A 
soluTion foCused ApproACh

harvey ratner & denise yusuf $60.95 Routledge

This is a practical, jargon-free resource for all those who work with & support 
children, young people & their families. It will be invaluable for coaches, 
therapists & counsellors as well as anyone who interacts with children & young 
people, including social workers, teachers & mentors & foster parents.

Brief CounselinG ThAT Works: A soluTion-foCused 
ApproACh for sChool Counselors, AdminisTrATors, & 
menTAl heAlTh professionAls, Third ediTion

Gerald sklare $45.95 Corwin Press

This is an all-you-need how-to book on solution-Focused Brief Counseling: 
on sessions, client goals, relectant clients, conducting parent conferences & 
working in school & community settings. Helpful flow charts, note sheets & 
practice exercises accompany updated case studies & research.

CApTurinG The momenT:  
sinGle-session TherApy & WAlk-in serviCes

michael hoyt & moshe Talmon, eds $67.50 Crown House

This volume brings together the latest information on single-session therapy 
& walk-in services. It describes what can be accomplished in one visit, whether 
client & clinician set out in advance to have a single-session therapy (SST) or if 
the therapy could have gone longer but client & clinician feel the one session 
was all that was needed.

The nArrATive prACTiTioner

laura Béres $32.00 Palgrave

This book offers a clear & succinct introduction to narrative theory & practice 
across all professions. It not only describes the basic principles & methods in 
narrative therapy, but it also provides a genuine bridge from theory to practice, 
making it the perfect tool for students & practitioners alike.

pATTerns in inTerpersonAl inTerACTions: inviTinG 
relATionAl undersTAndinGs for TherApeuTiC ChAnGe

karl Tomm, sally st. George, dan Wulff & Tom strong, eds  

$60.95 Routledge

In this comprehensive view of a systemic approach to working with families, 
the contributors of this edited book articulate the IPscope framework as it was 
originally designed & its evolution over time. 

posT-TrAumATiC suCCess: posiTive psyCholoGy & 
soluTion foCused sTrATeGies To help ClienTs  
survive & Thrive

fredrike Bannink $34.95 Norton

In the face of trauma, what do people do to survive & what makes them strong? 
This book offers therapists resiliency strategies along with a positive & solution-
oriented approach to working more effectively with traumatized clients.

soluTion-orienTed spiriTuAliTy: ConneCTion, 
Wholeness, & possiBiliTy for TherApisT & ClienT

Bill o'hanlon $20.95 Norton

Here, Bill O’Hanlon shows how spirituality can benefit the most challenging 
clients. Combining practical methods with research evidence, he helps ther-
apists expand their understanding in order to help their clients.

sTories We've heArd, sTories We've Told: life-ChAnGinG 
nArrATives in TherApy & everydAy life

Jeffrey kottler $46.95 oxford

Drawing on material from many fields of research the book explores the ways 
that therapists operate as professional storytellers. The book itself is written as 
a story, utilizing engaging prose, research, photographs, & powerful anecdotes 
to draw readers into the intriguing dynamics & processes involved in thera-
peutic storytelling.

ThrivinG on The fronT lines: A Guide To sTrenGThs-BAsed 
youTh CAre Work

Bob Bertolino $67.50 Routledge

Thriving on the Front Lines explores the use of strengths-based practices 
with those who are "in the trenches," Youth Care Worker (YCWs). Commonly 
referred to as resident counsellors, youth counsellors, psychiatric technicians 
(psych techs), caseworkers, case managers, & house parents or managers.

When All else fAils: some neW & some old Tools for 
doinG Brief TherApy

rubin Battino $40.50 Crown House

This book addresses both new & old ways of doing brief therapy. some of the 
new ways include: expectation; the power of pauses; chatting as therapy; 
poetry; healing language; touch; laughter & others. Some of the old ways 
include: Gestalt therapy; Bioenergetic Analysis; NLP; Group Therapy; & 
Ideomotor Signalling; Psychodrama; Narrative Therapy, & Hypnosis.
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Behind The GATes of GomorrAh: A yeAr WiTh The 
CriminAlly insAne

stephen seager $32.00 $24.00 Simon & Schuster

Psychiatrist stephen seager was no stranger to locked psych wards when 
he accepted a job at California’s Gorman State hospital, known locally as 
“Gomorrah,” but nothing could have prepared him for what he encountered 
when he stepped through its gates, a triple sally port behind the twenty-foot 
walls topped with shining coils of razor wire. 

The BrAin's WAy of heAlinG: remArkABle disCoveries 
And reCoveries from The fronTiers of neuroplAsTiCiTy

norman doidge $34.95 $26.21 Viking

This revolutionary new book shows, for the first time, how the amazing process 
of neuroplastic healing really works. It describes natural, non-invasive avenues 
into the brain provided by the forms of energy around us—light, sound, vibra-
tion, movement—which pass through our senses & our bodies to awaken the 
brain’s own healing capacities without producing unpleasant side effects.

CreATures of A dAy: & oTher TAles of psyChoTherApy

irvin yalom $31.00 $23.25 Basic Books

Irvin Yalom has pressed his patients & readers to grapple with life's two 
greatest challenges: that we all must die, & that each of us is responsible for 
leading a life worth living. He & his patients confront the difficulty of these 
challenges. 

The emoTionAl BrAin revisiTed

Jacek debiec, michael heller, Bartosz Brozek & Joseph ledoux, eds  

$114.95 Copernicus Center Press

This collection of current neuroscientific, psychological & philosophical 
research on emotions includes essays on the role of amygdala in the emer-
gence of emotions, the place of the affect within the psychological construc-
tion of the agent, & the relation between emotions, rationality, morality, & law.

The mArshmAlloW TesT: mAsTerinG self-ConTrol

Walter mischel $32.00 $24.00 Little, Brown & Co.

Mischel explains how self-control can be mastered & applied to challenges in 
everyday life—from weight control to quitting smoking, overcoming heart-
break, making major decisions, & planning for retirement. This book will have 
profound implications for the choices we make in parenting, education, public 
policy & self-care.

The myTh of mirror neurons: The reAl neurosCienCe of 
CommuniCATion & CoGniTion

Gregory hickok $31.00 $23.25 Norton

The Myth of Mirror Neurons not only delivers an instructive tale about the 
course of scientific progress—from discovery to theory to revision—but also 
provides deep insights into the organization & function of the human brain & 
the nature of communication & cognition.

The orGAnized mind: ThinkinG sTrAiGhT in The AGe of 
informATion overloAd

daniel levitin $30.00 $22.50 Viking

Levitin reveals how new research into the cognitive neuroscience of atten-
tion & memory can be applied to daily life. His practical suggestions call for 
relatively minor changes that require little effort but will have remarkable 
long-term benefits for mental & physical health, productivity, & creativity.

A presCripTion for psyChiATry: Why We need A Whole 
neW ApproACh To menTAl heAlTh & WellBeinG

peter kinderman $35.00 Palgrave Macmillan

Kinderman argues that the origins of distress are largely social, & urges a 
change from a 'disease model' to a 'psychosocial model'. This is a manifesto for 
an entirely new approach to psychiatric care; one that truly offers care rather 
than coercion, & therapy rather than medication.

psyChiATry disrupTed: TheorizinG resisTAnCe & 
CrAfTinG The (r)evoluTion

Bonnie Burstow, Brenda lefrançois & shaindl diamond, eds  

$29.95 McGill - Queens University Press

There is growing international resistance to the oppressiveness of psychiatry. 
While previous studies have critiqued psychiatry, Psychiatry Disrupted goes 
beyond theorizing what is wrong with it to theorizing how we might stop it. 

riveTed: The sCienCe of Why Jokes mAke us lAuGh, 
movies mAke us Cry, & reliGion mAkes us feel one WiTh 
The universe:The sCienCe of Why Jokes mAke us lAuGh, 
movies mAke us Cry, & reliGion mAkes us feel one WiTh 
The universe

Jim davies $31.00 $23.25 Palgrave Macmillan

Drawing on work from philosophy, anthropology, religious studies, psychol-
ogy, economics, computer science, & biology, Davies offers a comprehensive 
explanation to show that in spite of the differences between the many things 
that we find compelling, they have similar effects on our minds & brains.
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The AmeriCAnizATion of nArCissism

elizabeth lunbeck $47.50 $35.63 Harvard

Narcissism’s rich & complex history is also the history of the shifting fortunes 
& powerful influence of psychoanalysis in American thought & culture. Telling 
this story, The Americanization of Narcissism ultimately opens a new view on 
the central questions faced by the self struggling amid the tumultuous cross-
currents of modernity.

The AnAlyTiC field & iTs TrAnsformATions

Antonino ferro & Guiseppe Civitarese $56.95 $51.26 karnac

The Analytic Field & its Transformations presents a collection of articles 
written jointly by Antonino Ferro & Giuseppe Civitarese over the last few 
years. All revolve around the post-Bionian model of the analytic field (BFT). 
Indeed, analytic field theory is emerging as a new paradigm in psychoanalysis. 

BeCominG freud: The mAkinG of A psyChoAnAlysT

Adam phillips $33.95 $25.46 Yale

In this biography, Adam Phillips emphasizes the largely & inevitably undocu-
mented story of Freud’s earliest years as the oldest — and favoured — son 
of Jewish immigrants suggests that the psychoanalysis Freud invented was, 
among many other things, a psychology of the immigrant — increasingly, of 
course, everybody’s status in the modern world.

essenTiAl psyChodynAmiC psyChoTherApy:  
An ACQuired ArT

Teri Quatman $67.50 Routledge

A useful toolset to help trainees make the transition from theoretical training 
to the uncharted territory of clinical practice. For more seasoned therapists 
it provides conceptual clarity, & may also serve as a stepping stone to more 
complex & denser psychoanalytic works written for advanced clinicians.

frAnCes TusTin TodAy

Judith mitrani & Theodore mitrani, eds $70.50 Routledge

This book demonstrates how Tustin’s ideas — rooted in decades of work with 
children on the autistic spectrum — have influenced & are being expanded, 
extended & applied to the treatment of ordinary patients from early childhood 
through adulthood.

freud on reliGion | key Thinkers in The sTudy  
of reliGion series

marsha hewitt $37.95 Acumen

The book brings together contemporary psychoanalytic theory & case 
material from Freud’s clinical practice to illustrate how the operations of the 
unconscious mind support various forms of religious belief, from mainstream 
to occult. This book offers a new way of understanding Freud’s thinking & 
demonstrates how valuable it is for the study of religion.

hosTile & mAliGnAnT preJudiCe: psyChoAnAlyTiC 
ApproAChes

Cyril levitt, ed. $56.95 $51.26 karnac

This book pursues the issues surrounding hostile & malignant prejudice as 
defined in the first chapter by Henri Parens, whose path-breaking work over 
four generations with children & their mothers uncovered the sources of ag-
gression & prejudice on a scale from jocular slurs to murderous genocide. 

The inTerpersonAl TrAdiTion:  
The oriGins of psyChoAnAlyTiC suBJeCTiviTy

irwin hirsch $67.50 Routledge

Hirsch offers an overview of psychoanalytic history & in particular the evolu-
tion of Interpersonal thinking, which has become central to much contem-
porary psychoanalytic theory & practice. This book of Hirsch's selected 
papers provides an overview of his work over a thirty year period, with a new 
introductory chapter.

lACAn: in spiTe of everyThinG

elisabeth roudinesco $28.95 Verso

To recall Lacan’s career, now the heroic age of psychoanalysis is over, is to 
remember an intellectual & literary adventure that occupies a founding place 
in our modernity. Roudinesco here undertakes to revisit Lacan’s life & work: 
what it was — and what it remains.

The leGACy of sándor ferenCzi:  
from GhosT To AnCesTor

Adrienne harris & steven kuchuck, eds $67.50 Routledge

The Legacy of Sándor Ferenczi, first published in 1993, was one of the first 
books to examine Ferenczi’s invaluable contributions to psychoanalysis. 
Building on that pioneering work, The Legacy of Sándor Ferenczi: From Ghost 
to Ancestor brings together leading international Ferenczi scholars to report 
on previously unavailable data about Ferenczi.
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miCro-TrAumA: A psyChoAnAlyTiC undersTAndinG of 
CumulATive psyChiC inJury

margaret Crastnopol $67.50 Routledge

This book explores the "micro-traumatic" or — small, subtle psychic hurts 
that build up to undermine a person’s sense of self-worth, skewing his or her 
character, & compromising his or her relatedness to others. 7 different types 
of micro-trauma — all largely "hidden in plain sight" are described in detail, & 
many others more briefly.

psyChoAnAlysis in An AGe of ACCelerATinG CulTurAl 
ChAnGe: spiriTuAl GloBAlizATion

neil Altman $60.95 Routledge

Community-based mental health treatment, given shrinking budgets, tends 
to emphasize medication & short-term therapies. In an increasingly diverse 
society, considerations of culture in mental health treatment are given short 
shrift, despite obligatory nods to cultural competence. Here, Altman suggests 
that these areas of study & practice require & enrich the others.

The psyChoAnAlyTiC model of The mind

elizabeth Auchincloss $79.95 APPI

The Psychoanalytic Model of the Mind represents an important breakthrough: 
in simple language, it presents complicated ideas & concepts in an accessible 
manner, demystifies psychoanalysis, debunks some of the myths that have 
plagued it, & defuses the controversies that have too long attended it. 

relATionAl freedom: emerGenT properTies of The 
inTerpersonAl field

donnel stern $64.95 Routledge

Relational Freedom: Emergent Properties of the Interpersonal Field, covers 
the interpersonal field in clinical psychoanalysis & psychotherapy, especially 
the emergent qualities of the field. The book builds on the foundation of 
unformulated experience, dissociation, & enactment defined & explored in 
Stern’s previous, widely read books.

A relATionAl psyChoAnAlyTiC ApproACh  
To Couples TherApy

philip ringstrom $67.50 Routledge

ringstrom's relational approach to couples therapy is based on 3 themes: 
actualization of self-experience in the context of a committed, long-term 
intimate relationship; mutual recognition of each partner's subjective experi-
ence; & the relationship itself having "a mind of its own." These themes are 
further elaborated in 6 nonlinear steps.

TrAnssexuAliTy & The ArT of TrAnsiTioninG:  
A lACAniAn ApproACh

oren Gozlan $67.50 $54.00 Routledge

This book presents a startling new way to consider psychoanalytic dilemmas 
of sexual difference & gender through the meeting of arts & the clinic. 
Informed by a Lacanian perspective that locates transsexuality in the inter-
mediate space between the clinic & culture.

TrAumATiC rupTures: ABAndonmenT & BeTrAyAl in The 
AnAlyTiC relATionship

robin deutsch, ed. $67.50 Routledge

This intimate exploration of psychoanalytic treatments & communities is 
ideal for psychoanalysts, psychologists, clinical social workers, psychiatrists & 
family therapists. It is an important text for clinicians working with individuals 
who have experienced traumatic ruptures & for organisations dealing with 
their effects.

TrAumATised & non-TrAumATised sTATes of The 
personAliTy: A CliniCAl undersTAndinG usinG Bion's 
ApproACh

rafael lópez-Corvo $67.50 $60.75 karnac

This book offers an original conception of trauma & of the working mind that 
has not been previously presented. It is mostly based on essentials taken from 
Bion's contributions.

The unhAppy divorCe of soCioloGy & psyChoAnAlysis: 
diverse perspeCTives on The psyChosoCiAl

lynn Chancer & John Andrews, eds $37.00 Palgrave Macmillan

The Unhappy Divorce of Sociology & Psychoanalysis shows that the field of 
contemporary sociology can benefit from inclusion of psychoanalytic perspec-
tives. It features eighteen essays by well-known scholars — including Nancy 
Chodorow, George Cavalletto & Catherine Silver, Jeffrey Prager, Neil Smelser, 
& Gilda Zwerman

The WinniCoTT TrAdiTion: lines of developmenT—
evoluTion of Theory & prACTiCe over The deCAdes

margaret Boyle spelman & frances Thomson-salo, eds $102.95 $92.66 karnac

This extensive volume — in a book series on psychoanalytic leaders — provides 
a geographically global sampler of writing stemming from Winnicott's complex 
and paradoxical thinking.

fairbairn & the object relations Tradition | lines of development - 
evolution of Theory & practice over the decades Graham Clarke & David 
scharff, eds 108,50 97,65 karnac
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The ToronTo InsTITuTe of PsychoanalysIs 

The Toronto Institute offers the only intensive and comprehensive 
four-year program in theoretical and clinical psychoanalysis in Toronto 
that qualifies graduates for membership in the Canadian Psychoana-
lytic Society and the International Psychoanalytical Association. New 
classes commence every second year. Applications are processed when 
received. Contact Jean Bowlby, institute administrator, institute@
bellnet.ca.

The ToronTo PsychoanalyTIc socIeTy 

AdvAnced TrAining ProgrAm in  
PsychoAnAlyTic PsychoTherAPy

The program offers a two-year course of integrated seminars combined 
with case supervision by psychoanalysts.

FundAmenTAl PsychoAnAlyTic PersPecTives
This one-year program provides an excellent introduction to psycho-
analytic core concepts, but is not a training program.

exTension ProgrAms
These programs make psychoanalytic knowledge available to the  
general public.

For further information, contact Maria Cadilha, society administrator, 
psychoanalyst@bellnet.ca.

Check for updates about programs at www.torontopsychoanalysis.com.

tps&i
T O R O N T O  P S Y C H O A N A L Y T I C  S O C I E T Y  &  I N S T I T U T E

The Toronto Ins�tute for Contemporary Psychoanalysis  

UPCOMING CONFERENCES 

Fall Conference September 26, 2015:  

Dr. Stephen Seligman 

Winter Conference January 30, 2016:  

Dr. Muriel Dimen 

TICP TRAINING PROGRAMS 

Essen�als of Psychoanaly�c Psychotherapy 

30-week session begins September 2015; 

applica�ons due May 31, 2015 

4-Year Training Program in Psychoanalysis 

Next class begins September 2016 

applica�ons due May 31, 2016 

TICP EXTENSION PROGRAMS 

Lacan: Spring 2015  

Film Noire: “Shameless Perversions” Fall 2015 

For more informa�on: 

 info@�cp.on.ca   |   www.�cp.on.ca  
416.288.8060 

CELEBRATING OVER 20 YEARS OF 

EXCELLENCE 

The Toronto Ins�tute for  

Contemporary Psychoanalysis 

offers a rigorous program of  

professional and scholarly  

educa�on, which examines,  

contrasts and, where possible,  

integrates the thoughts and  

methods of major perspec�ves in 

contemporary psychoanalysis. 

We invite outstanding  

inves�gators from around the 

world to present their work to 

professionals and scholars  

 interested in expanding their 

knowledge of psychoanalysis.  
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UNIQUE PREPARATION FOR YOUR UNIQUE FUTURE

Psychology
Psychotherapy
Professional Coaching
Continuing Education

890 Yonge Street, Toronto Ontario www.adler.ca 416.923.4419

If you are, or hope to be, 
a professional practitioner in 
mental health or human systems 
and services, Adler’s mission is to 
support your success and ongoing 
development. We offer unique 
preparation for your unique future.

Master of Psychology degree

Graduate Certificate in Psychotherapy

Certificate in Professional Coaching

Professional Development 
in Human Services
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Ontario Association of Social Workers 

Providing Leadership for  
Social Workers in Ontario 

• Resources and 
Publications 

• Videos and Webinars 
• Discounts on 

Continuing Education 
• Educational Grants 
• Conferences 
• Networking 

www.oasw.org 
www.SocialWorkJobs.ca 

www.FindASocialWorker.ca 

If you are struggling with attachment issues in your family you have come to the 
right place to learn about this difficult issue.

Many people in Canada are trying to raise children with this 
problem and don’t know where to turn for help or 
understanding. Attachment issues are often not diagnosed or 
misdiagnosed. Lack of understanding and tools to deal with the 
problem leaves parents feeling exhausted, disillusioned and 
frustrated with their family life. 

We are a registered charity providing a central Canadian organization for attachment issues.  
We are dedicated to raising the public understanding and awareness of attachment issues.  We 
provide information and resources about attachment issues.  We are working to create support 
networks for parents in as many communities as possible across the country.  

Registered Charity # 82608 5557 RR0001

Visit our website www.attachmentcan.ca to learn more about Attachment Issues!

- A resource list for Parents/Families  and Professionals
- A list of causes & symptoms of attachment issues
- Links to websites that provide qualified therapists in Canada.
- Valuable links to other international organizations that  
   provide information on attachment issues   
- Information on Workshops / Training / Parents Suport 
   G   Groups available for both Parents & Professionals in  Canada

WHAT ARE ATTACHMENT ISSUES?
It is a condition whereby individuals have great difficulty forming intimate, trusting and 
enduring relationships.  Individuals with attachment issues usually have more extreme degrees 
of mistrust in relationships and more extreme behaviour patterns to undermine intimacy.  The 
severity of the issues can be mild or severe depending on the experiences of each individual 
with caregivers in their early years.

www.attachmentcan.ca | info@attachmentcan.ca
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Marriage and Family Therapy is one of five core North American mental 
health professions. Our Marriage and Family Therapists complete 

specialized training to effectively address family systems dynamics and 
their impact on mental and physical health.  

 
Experience OAMFT’s Vision 

Wellness for all Ontarians through Healthy Relationships 
www.oamft.com  

Your Relationship Specialists.  Your Professional Home. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Many New Membership Categories Open to All Mental Health Professionals 

Please Join Us at:  OAMFT.COM 
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O N  CO M PASS I O N  FAT I G U E5TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE

Are you a caregiver? Professionally? At home?

JOIN US
AT

T H E

JUNE 9-10 2015 KINGSTON, ON

FEATURING:

WWW.C F CO N F E R E N C E .CO M

Stéphane Grenier
Mental Health Advocate
Lieutenant-Colonel (Retired), Canadian Forces

Sherisa Dahlgren
Holistic Healing Expert
Vice President, Clinical Programs, Joyful Heart Foundation 

Dr. Patricia Fisher
Organizational Health Specialist
Co-Executive Director, TEND Ltd.

Françoise Mathieu
Compassion Fatigue Educator 
Co-Executive Director, TEND Ltd.

psychotherapists

The Brain in Group: How Individuals Flourish Together 

*The brain is always looking  
for three things:  

 

Are you there? 
Do you see me? 

Do you choose me? 
 

- *Bonnie Badenoch  

Canadian Group Psychotherapy  
Association Annual Conference 

May 6—9th, 2015 in Toronto  
 
Keynote Speaker:  
Susan P. Gantt, PhD, ABPP, CGP, FAGPA, FAPA, Director 
of the Systems-Centered Training & Research Institute,  
Atlanta. Co-editor (with *Bonnie Badenoch) of  
The Interpersonal Neurobiology of Group Psychotherapy  
and Group Process  
 

Training Leaders:  
Molyn Leszcz, MD, FRCPC, DFAGPA, co-author (with 
Irvin Yalom) of the 5th edition of The Theory and  
Practice of Group Psychotherapy 
 

Jackie Kinley, MD, FRCPC, Diplomat ABPN, Associate  
Professor of Psychiatry,  Director of Psychotherapy 
Training in Psychiatry,  Dalhousie University   
 
  
 

www.cgpa.ca 
416-426-7229 

1-866-433-9695 

TREATMENT: THE NEXT GENERATION - MAY 6, 7 & 8, 2015

FEATURING:
Jacqueline Page, Psy.D. 
 - Intervening With Adolescents Who Have Engaged in Sexually Abusive Behaviour

David S. Prescott, LICSW
 - Using The Good Lives Model With Adolescents Who Have Sexually Offended
  

Heather Barbour B.Sc., RSW; Bente Skau MSW, Ph.D.; Sean Basarke MSW, RSW & 
Melissa Maltar MSW, RSW 
 - Sexual Decision Making: Your Personal Code

Novotel Hotel, North York

For more information or to register visit:
griffincentre.org/continuumconference 
TT: 416.222.1153 ext.129

 

 
OACCPP Presents:  
Heart of Emotions 

 
September 17 – 19, 2015 

Marriott Hotel Bloor Yorkville Toronto 
90 Bloor St. East, Toronto, Ontario 

 
 
 
 
 

Keynote Speaker: Les Greenberg,  Ph.D., Emotion Focused Clinic  
 

To learn more about this conference and our two-day workshop 
with presenter Wendy Behary on Schema Therapy for Difficult 

Populations Including Narcissism visit:  
www.oaccpp.ca or call: 416-298-7333 ext. 203.  
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Brief CBT (BCBT) 
An 8-session program for 7-13 year-olds; keeps an emphasis on 
exposure tasks, while reducing some of the psychoeducational 
content (e.g., relaxation training) of the 16-session Coping Cat 
program

 » Brief Coping Cat: the 8-Session Coping Cat Workbook

 » Brief Coping Cat: Therapist Manual for the 8-Session Workbook

The EMOTION Program
A 20-session group treatment format developed with colleagues 
in Oslo, Norway for working with youth at risk for or suffering 
with anxiety & depression

 » EMOTION: Coping Kids’ Workbook

 » Group Leader Manual for EMOTION: “Coping Kids” managing 
anxiety and depression

 » EMOTION: Parent Workbook

 » Parent Training Manual for EMOTION

Philip C. Kendall et al

AVAILABLE AT: cavershambooksellers.com • MORE INFORMATION: workbookpublishing.com

Perspectives on Spirituality 
and Religion in 
Psychotherapy
Richard W. Sears 
& Alison Niblick, 
Editors

An essential book for 
understanding the 
many different spiritu-
al and religious beliefs 
your clients bring to 
their therapy sessions 
and how these beliefs 
can be incorporated into the therapeutic process.

Price: $57.50CND
ISBN: 978-1-56887-152-3

Competence to
Stand Trial Evaluations

Just the Basics

Thomas Grisso

Competence to Stand Trial
Evaluations:

Just the Basics
Thomas Grisso

An ideal first exposure 
to competency to 

stand trial evaluations 
for graduate students 
or clinicians who are 
considering forensic 

practice, and as a 
refresher course on 

recent evaluation 
techniques for those 

already conducting such evaluations and 
appearing in court.

Price: $36.50CND
ISBN: 978-1-56887-203-2

ALL OF OUR TITLES ARE AVAILABLE AT CAVERSHAMBOOKSELLERS.COM

NEW from Professional Resource Press

Madness in Civilization
A Cultural History of Insanity, 
from the Bible to Freud, from the 
Madhouse to Modern Medicine

Andrew Scull
“A wonderful book, fascinating and 
beautifully written, with Scull’s 
usual verve and erudition.”
—Sylvia Nasar, author of 
A Beautiful Mind 

How Do You Feel?
An Interoceptive Moment with 
Your Neurobiological Self

A. D. (Bud) Craig
“A provocative and deeply 
creative book.”
—Lisa Feldman Barrett, 
University Distinguished Professor of 
Psychology, Northeastern University

Mirror, Mirror
The Uses and Abuses of Self-Love

Simon Blackburn
“A wise, witty, and rewarding read.”
—Patricia S. Churchland, author of 
Touching a Nerve
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New and Noteworthy Titles from 

$40.00 · cloth
978-0-231-16664-5

$25.00 · paper
978-0-231-16753-6

t h e
TH IRTEENTH

STEP

M A R K U S  H E I L I G

addiction in the age of brain science

$29.95 · cloth
978-0-231-17236-3

Mental Health 
in the War on 
Terror
Culture, Science, and 
Statecraft
NEIL KRISHAN 
AGGARWAL

Walking the 
Night Road
Coming of Age in 
Grief
ALEXANDRA 
BUTLER

Art on Trial
Art � erapy in Capital 
Murder Cases
DAVID E. GUSSAK

� e � irteenth 
Step
Addiction in the Age of 
Brain Science
MARKUS HEILIG

$30.00 · paper
978-0-231-17105-2

$30.00 · paper
978-0-231-16923-3

$32.95 · cloth
978-0-231-13709-6

$27.95 · cloth
978-0-231-16450-4

Why We Dance
A Philosophy of Bodily 
Becoming
KIMERER L. 
LAMOTHE

Human Kindness 
and the Smell of 
Warm Croissants
An Introduction to 
Ethics
RUWEN OGIEN

Waking, 
Dreaming, Being
Self and Consciousness 
in Neuroscience, 
Meditation, and 
Philosophy
EVAN THOMPSON

� e Custom-
Made Brain
Cerebral Plasticity, 
Regeneration, and 
Enhancement
JEAN-DIDIER 
VINCENT & 
PIERRE-MARIE 
LLEDO

$45.00 · cloth
978-0-231-16250-0

Art on Trial

ART ON TRIAL

DAVID E. GUSSAK

Art Therapy in Capital Murder Cases

Guilford Press • 370 Seventh Avenue, Suite 1200, New York, NY 10001

Yitzchak M. Binik 
Kathryn S.K. Hall

March 2014 
68" x 94" Hardcover 
576 Pages 
978-1-4625-1367-3 
$101.50, $86.28

Thilo Deckersbach 
Britta Hölzel 
Lori Eisner 
Sara W. Lazar 
Andrew A. Nierenberg 

July 2014 
6" x 9" Hardcover 
340 Pages 
ISBN 978-1-4625-1406-9  
$60.95, $51.81

Ronald M. Ruff  
Serana K. Chester

July 2014 
6" x 9" Hardcover 
248 Pages 
ISBN 978-1-4625-1678-0 
$60.95, $51.81

Ann S. Masten

August 2014 
6" x 9" Hardcover 
370 Pages 
ISBN 978-1-4625-1716-9 
$60.95, $51.81

Gary J. Kennedy

March 2015 
6" x 9" Hardcover 
234 Pages 
ISBN 978-1-4625-1-9866 
$47.50, $40.38

Edited by  
Gary P. Brown 
David A. Clark

October 2014 
6" x 9" Hardcover 
366 Pages 
ISBN 978-1-4625-1812-8 
$67.50, $57.38

Edited by  
Richard F. Summers 
Jacques P. Barber

October 2014 
6" x 9" Hardcover 
266 Pages 
ISBN 978-1-4625-1718-3 
$54.50, $46.33

Julie A. Suhr

February 2015 
6" x 9" Hardcover 
308 Pages 
ISBN 978-1-4625-1958-3 
$74.50, $63.33

FROM GUILFORD PRESS

NEW TITLES 
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10 Principles for 
Doing Effective 
Couples Therapy
John Gottman & Julie 
Schwartz Gottman

$27.95 AUGUST

Anxiety + 
Depression: Effective 
Treatment of  the Big 
Two Co-Occurring 
Disorders
Margaret Wehrenberg

$32.95 2014

Affect Regulation 
Theory: A 
Clinical Model
Daniel Hill

$33.95 JUNE

The Feeling Brain: 
The Biology & 
Psychology of  
Emotions
Elizabeth Johnston & 
Leah Olson

$34.95 MAY

Affective Educational 
Neuroscience: 
Embodied Brains, 
Social Minds, & the 
Art of  Learning
Mary Helen 
Immordino-Yang

$40.00 AUGUST

Restoring Resilience: 
Discovering Your 
Clients’ Capacity for 
Healing
Eileen Russell

$34.95 MAY

Norton Professional Titles

The Therapeutic 
“Aha!”: 10 
Strategies for 
Getting Your 
Clients Unstuck
Courtney Armstrong

$32.95 APRIL

Using Hypnosis with 
Children: Creating & 
Delivering Effective 
Interventions
Lynn Lyons

$32.50 SEPTEMBER

Touching a 
Nerve: Our 
Brains, Our 
Selves
Patricia Churchland

$18.95 2014

The Well Tuned 
Brain: Neuroscience 
& the Life Well 
Lived
Peter Whybrow

$32.95 MAY

Trauma-Sensitive 
Yoga in Therapy: 
Bringing the Body 
into Treatment
David Emerson

$34.95 FEBRUARY

Working with 
Parents of  Anxious 
Children: Therapeutic 
Strategies for Encouraging 
Communication, 
Coping & Change

Christopher McCurry

$34.95 APRIL

wwnorton.com

prices subject to change
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Putting the Pieces  
Together: Trauma and 

Dissociation

Janina Fisher, Ph.D.
& Daniel J. Siegel, M.D.

Barbara Fredrickson, Ph.D Bessel van der Kolk, MD.

What is This Thing 
Called Love?  

The Neuroscience of  
Positive Emotion

The Body Keeps  
the Score:  

Trauma and Healing

www.pesi.com

Best selling DVD’s!  All With CE!

Based on their NY Times Best Selling book, The Whole-Brain 
Child, internationally acclaimed neuropsychiatrist Dan Siegel 
and brain-based parenting expert Tina Payne Bryson have 
created a workbook to apply Whole-Brain principles.

The Whole-Brain Child Workbook has a unique, interactive 
approach that allows readers not only to think more deeply 
about how the ideas fit their own parenting approach, but also 
develop specific and practical ways to implement the concepts 

— and bring them to life for themselves and for their children. 
Dozens of clear, practical and age specific exercises and 
activities. Applications for clinicians, 
parents, educators, grandparents  
and care-givers.

www.pesi.com

Releasing May 2015

Hazelden’s Severe Mental Illness Program 
spans the client continuum of care, giving 

organizations the resources and tools 

necessary to successfully treat clients’  

co-occurring mental health and 

substance use disorders at the same 

time, by the same team.

800-361-6120 • cavershambooksellers.com
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Wiley Mental Health 
Resources in Therapy

9780470759042 • $54.95
December 2015

9781118468357 • $59.95
June 2014

9781118509173 • $59.95
May 2014

9781118756881 • $39.00
January 2015

 9781118760420 • $59.95
January 2015

 9781118972670 • $59.95
July 2015

Treating 
Depression

Edited by Peter Fisher & Adrian Wells

MCT, CBT and Third Wave Therapies

How to Become a More 

Effective CBT 
Therapist

Edited by Adrian Whittington and Nick Grey

Mastering Metacompetence in Clinical Practice

Joan M. Farrell • Neele Reiss • Ida A. Shaw

The Schema Therapy
Clinician’s Guide

A Complete Resource for Building and Delivering Individual,
Group and Integrated Schema Mode Treatment Programs

Gerhard Zarbock • Siobhan Lynch • Axel Ammann • Silka Ringer

Mindfulness  
for Therapists
Understanding Mindfulness for Professional 
Effectiveness and Personal Well-Being

Schema Therapy
with Couples
A Practitioner’s Guide To Healing 

Relationships

Chiara Simeone-DiFrancesco, Eckhard Roediger, and Bruce A. Stevens

Great Books for 
Greater Minds

9780730307648 • $33.95
April 2014

9780857085672 • $19.95
December 2014

9780857085825 • $24.95
December 2014

9781118521236 • $26.95
February 2015

 9781118312711 • $26.95
November 2014

 9781118521472 • $26.95
October 2014

Stephen Hupp and Jeremy Jewell

GREAT MYTHS 
OF CHILD 

DEVELOPMENT GREAT MYTHS
OF THE BRAIN

Christian Jarrett

GREAT MYTHS 
OF AGING

Joan T. Erber and Lenore T. Szuchman
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Impulse: Why We Do 
What We Do Without 

Knowing Why We 
Do It

David Lewis

$18.99
2014

The Village Effect: 
Why We Need Real 

Human Contact
Susan Pinker

$32.00   $24.00
2014

Your Body Knows 
the Answer: Using 
Your Felt Sense to 

Solve Problems, Effect 
Change, & Liberate 

Creativity
David Rome

$19.95
2014

We Are Our Brains: 
A Neurobiography 

of the Brain, from the 
Womb to Alzheimer’s

D.F. Swaab

$33.00   $24.75
2014

Social: Why Our 
Brains Are Wired to 

Connect
Mathew Lieberman

$18.00
2014

Just Babies: The 
Origins of Good & 

Evil
Paul Bloom

$18.00
2014

Extreme Mean: Trolls, 
Bullies & Predators 

Online
Paula Todd

$29.95   $22.46
2014

Adult Onset
Anne-Marie 
MacDonald

$32.00   $24.00
 2014

General Will 2.0: 
Rousseau, Freud, 

Google
Hiroki Azuma

$18.95
2014

Is Shame Necessary?: 
New Uses for an Old 

Tool
Jennifer Jacquet

$28.00   $21.00
2015

Tell Everyone: Why 
We Share & Why It 

Matters
Alfred Hermida

$29.95   $22.46
2014

An Open-Hearted Life: 
Transformative Methods 

for Compassionate 
Living from a Clinical 

Psychologist & a 
Buddhist Nun
Russell Kolts

$21.50
2015
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The Price of 
Silence: A Mom’s 

Perspective on 
Mental Illness
Liza Long

$28.95   $21.71
2014

Your Inner Will: 
Finding Personal 

Strength in Critical 
Times

Piero Ferrucci

$28.95   $21.71
2014

Four Ways to 
Click: Rewire Your 
Brain for Stronger, 
More Rewarding 

Relationships
Amy Banks 

with Leigh Ann 
Hirschman

$31.00   $23.25
FEBRUARY

Anxious: Using 
the Brain to 

Understand and 
Treat Fear & 

Anxiety
Joseph LeDoux

$31.95   $23.96
JULY

Surprise: Embrace 
the Unpredictable 

& Engineer the 
Unexpected
Tania Luna 
& Leeann 
Renninger

$31.00   $23.25
APRIL

The Comeback
John Ralston 

Saul

$28.00   $21.00
2014

Through 
the Flames: 
Overcoming 

Disaster Through 
Compassion, 
Patience, & 

Determination
Allan Lokos

$28.95   $21.71
FEBRUARY

A Disease Called 
Childhood: Why 
ADHD Became 
an American 

Epidemic
Marilyn Wedge

$31.00   $23.25
APRIL

CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED 
HEALTH BOOKS from  

Written by two authors with a national 
level reputation in the area of CBT 

self-help research and training

“An astonishing book: 
honest, sober, exciting, 

and humane.” 
(Siddhartha Mukherjee)

Entertaining and quotable, 
Kean’s writing is sharp, and 

each individual story brings the 
history of neuroscience to life. 

(Kirkus)

The author of the international bestseller 
Happiness makes a passionate case for 

altruism--and why we need it now more 
than ever.

Rita Carter - award-winning 
science writer - offers a new 
and vital understanding of 

personality. 
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Ingenius: A Crash 
Course on Creativity
Tina Seelig

April • $19.99

Mindfulness in 
Eight Weeks: � e 
revolutionary 8 week 
plan to clear your mind 
& calm your life
Michael Chaskalon

2014 • $21.99

How to Take Charge 
of Your Life: � e User’s 
Guide to NLP
Richard Bandler

2014 • $16.99

� e Skeleton 
Cupboard: � e 
Making of a Clinical 
Psychologist
Tanya Byron

April • $32.99 $24.74

Focus: � e Hidden 
Driver of Excellence
Daniel Goleman

May • $19.99

� e Diet Trap 
Solution: Train Your 
Brain to Lose Weight 
& Keep It O�  For 
Good
Judith Beck & 
Deborah Beck Busis

April • $34.99 $26.24

ESSENTIAL BOOKS TO

www.harpercollins.ca

Rethinking Narcissism: 
� e Bad — And 
Surprising Good — 
About Feeling Special
Craig Malkin

July • $31.99 $23.99

Me, Myself, and 
Us: � e Science of 
Personality and the Art 
of Well-Being
Brian Little

2014 • $32.99 $24.74

What Do Women 
Want?: Adventures in 
the Science of Female 
Desire
Daniel Bergner

2014 • $19.99

Supersurvivors: � e 
Surprising Link Between 
Su� ering & Success
David Feldman & Lee 
Daniel Kravetz

June • $19.99

For Goodness Sex: 
Changing the Way 
We Talk to Teens 
about Sexuality, 
Values, & Health
Al Vernacchio

2014 • $31.99 $23.99

Mothers Who Can’t 
Love: A Healing 
Guide for Daughters
Susan Forward with 
Donna Frazier Glynn

2014 • $19.99

CHANGE YOUR LIFE
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Awaken 

$34.00 Hardcover 
Available Now

$30.00 Hardcover
 June 2015

$18.99 Paperback
February 2015

$32.00 Hardcover
January 2015

$18.99 Paperback 
Available Now

$18.99 Paperback
March 2015

Awaken 

Simon & Schuster Canada

Mind

$32.00 Hardcover
Available Now

$18.99 Paperback 
April 2015

$18.99 Paperback
March 2015

$18.99 Paperback 
March 2015

$32.99 Hardcover
August 2015

$29.00 Hardcover
February 2015

simonandschuster.ca

Your MindAwaken 

$34.00 Hardcover 
Available Now

$30.00 Hardcover
 June 2015

$18.99 Paperback
February 2015

$32.00 Hardcover
January 2015

$18.99 Paperback 
Available Now

$18.99 Paperback
March 2015

Awaken 

Simon & Schuster Canada

Mind

$32.00 Hardcover
Available Now

$18.99 Paperback 
April 2015

$18.99 Paperback
March 2015

$18.99 Paperback 
March 2015

$32.99 Hardcover
August 2015

$29.00 Hardcover
February 2015

simonandschuster.ca

Your Mind
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Each book contains fully rEproduciblE self-assessments, 
journaling activities, and educational handouts to use with teens. 
The fully reproducible worksheets and assessments contained in each workbook 
help teens engage in self-reflection, examine their thoughts and feelings, learn 
new skills, and explore ways to lead healthier, happier lives. Each workbook 
addresses a specific mental health or life skills issue.

John J Liptak, EdD & Ester R. A. Leutenberg

wholeperson
Stress & Wellness Publishers

The Teen Mental Health  
Workbook Series for Facilitators

800-247-6789  •  www.wholeperson.com

Teen ConfliCT ManageMenT SkillS workbook  .  .  .  . $58.95
Teen Self-eSTeeM workbook  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $58.95
Teen STreSS workbook .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $58.95
Teen SafeTy workbook   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $58.95
Teen ChoiCeS workbook  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $58.95
Teen anger workbook  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $58.95
Teen reSpeCT of Self & oTherS workbook  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $58.95
Teen aggreSSion & bullying workbook .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $58.95
Teen friendShip workbook .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $58.95
Teen ViolenCe workbook  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $58.95
Teen building reSilienCy workbook  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $58.95
Teen CoMMuniCaTion SkillS workbook .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $58.95
Teen praCTiCal life SkillS workbook .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $58.95
Teen addiCTionS & reCoVery workbook  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $58.95

Mindfulness
Books that encourage the practice of Mindfulness

Mindfulness for Bipolar Disorder: 
How Mindfulness and Neuroscience 
Can Help You Manage Your Bipolar 
Symptoms 
9781626251854

Yoga Mind, Peaceful Mind: 
Simple Meditations for Overcoming 
Anxiety 
9781626250963

The Awakened Introvert: 
Practical Mindfulness Skills to Help 
You Maximize Your Strengths and 
Thrive in a Loud and Crazy World 
9781626251601

The Mindful Teen:  
Powerful Skills to Help You Handle 
Stress One Moment at a Time 
9781626250802

The iRest Program for Healing 
PTSD: A Proven-Effective Approach 
to Using Yoga Nidra Meditation 
and Deep Relaxation Techniques to 
Overcome Trauma 
9781626250246

MBSR Every Day: 
Daily Practices from the Heart of 
Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction 
9781626251731
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AGENCY ORDERS:  
Caversham’s experienced staff 
acts as your consultant by 
providing you with timely quotes 
for fiscal year-end deadlines, 
flexible billing methods should 
you require approval, while 
offering recommendations on 
hundreds of topics & sourcing 
hard-to-find titles.

BUsINess To BUsINess:  
We arrange with publishers & 
their agents so your B2B needs 
are fulfilled on-time, seamlessly, 
hassle-free & at the best prices. 
Email joe@cavbk.ca

CATAloGUe: Caversham can send you or your group 
free copies in quantity. For advertising inquiries please 
email vicki@cavbk.ca

CoNFereNCe: Click on "events" to see the listings. 
Caversham attends over 150 events each year. To inquire 
about Caversham’s participation please email the location, 
date, speakers, & size of your event to  
vicki@cavbk.ca

e-Books: From a growing list of publishers: 
APA, Guilford, Elsevier, & Wiley & more.  
Visit ebooks.cavbk.ca or scan here: 

TexTBooks: With appropriate lead time, Caversham 
provides textbooks for courses at a discount of 5% or 
more. Email info@cavbk.ca

serviCes

8052528

north america’s foremost mental health bookseller
CAVERSHAMbooksellers


